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LUTHERAN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS IN THE CENTRAL DIS'l'HICT
OF THE MISSOURI SYNOD
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Purpose of the Study
Scientific research in the field of Lutheran education, particularly in the field of Lutheran elementary education, has until
recent years been negligible.

Only summary references are made of

Lutheran schools in publications of an historical nature while other
more detailed information is scattered and fragmentary and may be
found in church periodicals, in convention bulletins and records, in
essays read at conferences and synodical meetings, and the like. Individuals in the Lutheran Church have repeatedly expressed the desire
for more complete and accessible data.

Upon recommendation of boards

of education, school superintendents, and others, the Missouri Synod,
a representative body of the Lutheran Church, has in 1938 passed resolutions urging continued research in this field.

Considering that

the system has existed for more than a century and extends to three
continents the problems and possibilities

for investigation are many.

No studies of research character have ever been made in this
area, the Central District, one of the three oldest districts in the
1

2
Missouri
before

Synod and one where Lutheran
the

organd aat Lon of Synod.

of education
to them for
this

has requested
reference

purposes

stu~y was made.

coordinated

schools

completed treatise

and also

Central

District

de....
elopments

in the elementary

of the Evangelical
Some inferences
the

school

presents

Lutheran

and interpreted

affects

The main divisions
discourse

are the
L

school

and

and on the

Study
data

relating

system of the

are made which are based

as it

previously

reliable

generally

Synod of Missouri,

system of the entire

stated

in particular.

significant
school

Synod office
be submitted

to supply

education

Scope of the
This discourse

for reasons

therefors,

on Lutheran

of the

have been found even

Because the Missouri

the

The aim is,

information

elementary

that

schools

synod.

to maj or

Central

District

Ohio, and Other States.

on information
These data,

pertaining

however, are used

the

schools

in this

district.

of the

subject

which are developed

in the

following:

Historical

introduction

to the Missouri

Synod Lutheran

system.
2.

Development of the Central

3.

Administration

4.

Grade organization

5.

Teaching

District

and supervision

personnel.

to

school

of the local

and the curriculum.

system.
school.

3

Statement of the Problem
What is the reason for and the status of the elementary schools
in the Central District of the Missouri Synod!

The exposition of the

foregoing outline has served as a basis for certain generalizations
and conclusions.
Sources of Material
Data for this study were secured from the following main sources:
the Proceedings

(Synodalberichte) of the general synodical conventions,

published sinca 1847; also the Central (Mittleren) District Proceedings
of the district-synod

conventions, published since 1854; the Lutheran

School Journal, issued since 1865; the Concordia Cyclopedia, a handbook of religious information with special reference to the history,
doctrine, wo rk , and usages of the Lutheran Church; tho Statistical
Yearbook of the Missouri Synod, published since 1884; the Central Disti'ict School Bulletin, edited and published by the district school
superintendent

from 1920 to 1925.

The bulk of the references used

were graciously loaned by teachers and pastors of Indianapolis.

Much

of the literature is written in the German language, making it necessary to translate into English any such sources referred to.

All trans-

lations are by tho writer.
Methods Employed
Historical research was necessary while tracing the developments
in teacher training, supervision, the curriculum, and other' topics of
an historical nature.

Such problems as the purposes and objectives of

4Lutheran
schools
tistical
study.

schools,

and the attitude

were approached
data

through

were gathered,

of 'the Missouri
the philosophical

tabulated,

Synod toward the
method.

and used as a basis

Also

sta-

of the

CHAPTER II

HISTORICAL
THE Ji,uSSOURI

INTRODUC'l'ION

TO

SYNOD LUTH}~RAN ELF..MENTARY SCHOOL SYSTEM

Introduction
Considering the parochial
school an agency for ideal Christian
training,
a bulwark for church, home, and state,
a necessity
to
preserve true con!essionalism
and orthodoxy as well as to harmonize profession
and practice,
the Missouri Synod Lutheran Church
made its schools a mat'~er of eonsci(mce with laity and clergy
alike and thus succeeded in developing and preserving
against
great odds a system unique in American educational
history.l
Since the tenets
it

may serve

of this

as an approach

to a discussion

0

f the

tOVTards

its

parochial

school;

the

relation

development

of the

Organized
United

States

are synonymous with Lutheran

to the present

attitude
schools;

0

school

chapter,

f the Missouri

the purpoaes

of the Missouri

Attitude

the

statement

which is

devoted

Synod Lutheran

of the Lutheran

Synod to the

polity

Church

elementary

day-schools;

the

system.

of the Missouri Synod Lutheran
toward ite Parochial
Schools
?

in 1847'" the

largest

is the Evangelical

synod
Lutheran

1

0

f Lutheran

Cyclopedia.l. L. Fuerbringer,
Kretzmann, .Eds. in Chief, p. 485.
St. Louis:
House, 1927.
5

Churches

Synod of Missouri,

Walter H. Beck, Luthe_~Elf!:~~_Schooh
Sta_~es, p , 101.
St. Louis:
Concordia Publishing
2 Concordia

Church

in
Ohio,

i'!l_'tJl~_T.lnited
House, 1939.

Th. Engelder, P. E.
Concordia Publishing

6

and Other states, comprising thirty-two districts.3

The statistics

for 1940 indicate that there are 5,136 congregations ru1d preachingstations, 1,369,235 souls, and 3,359 pastors.

Local congregations

within the synod support 1,274 parochial schools, with an enrolment
of 71,702, and a teaching personnel of 2,253.4
The founders of the Missouri Synod, as it is commonly known,
were Saxons who emigrated from Germany and settled in St. Louis and
Perry County, Missouri in 1839.

About seven hundred and fifty immi ..

grants co:nprised this group of pioneer Lutherans. 5

The "Emigration

.Regulations" state clearly the chief reasons for coming to America.
A-'1Iong
others paragraph two is of special interest:
After the calmest and purest reflection they see the human
impossibility before them to retain, confess, and transmit to their
descendants, this faith while in their present homeland. They are
therefore constrained by their conscience to emigrate and search
for a land where the Lutheran faith is not endangered and where
they can sarve God unhindered according to the Word of Grace, by
Him revealed and established, and where they can enjoy the use of
the means of grace, ordained by God for the salvation of all men,
in their completeness and purity and preserve them for ,themselves
and their descendants.S
The sincerity of their words is borne out by the fact that they
immediately began to organize Christian schools.

"The first school of

---------_._---_._,----------3Lutheran Annual! 1~4l.,pp. 58-60.
Publishing House.
41.E.!i.,
5

St. Louis:

Concordia

p , 43.

Concordia CycloEe~~,

p. 568.

6 C. W. G. Eifrig, itAValuable Historical Fil'ld,"Lutheran School

Journal, Vol. LXXI (June, 1936), 454-455.

7

the Saxon immigrants was opened 'only a few days after the arrival of
the first division,

I

according to Walther, that is a few days after

January 18, 1839."7
Making provisions

for Christian training of the youth was the

common practice of all the early congregations.

Dr. Wa.lther, some-

times called the "Father of the Missouri Synod," stated:
In the Saxon congregations it was the rule that at all times,
together with the office of the ministry, that of the teacher waa
established.
OnlY!l few days after the arrival of the first division of the immigrant colony in St. Louis a school was opened.
The same thing also took place in all the other congregations, in
Perry County. If it was not possible to appoint a regular teacher,
it was self-evident that the pastor, besides his ministerial work,
also assumed the office of teaching and discharged these duties
according to ability.8
It is evident from the foregoing as well as from the following
statement by Walther ·that schools of a Christian nature were of prime
concern to these first Lutherans .
. . . • Must we not confess to the glory of God that nevertheless our faith in God was at that time living and powerful, our
highest possession and treasure!
•. • • Did we, like most immigrants, seek mountains of gold, a comfortable living, glory, and
honor! No; our only true object was to save our souls, to live
our faith here, to esta.blish here the pure and correct worship, and
9
to have a truly Christian school for our children.

-------------------.-------------------------------------------7

E.

A.

W.

Krauss, Translated

from Der Lutheraner,

Vol. LXVII

342, and cited by A. C. Stellhorn, "The Saxon Centennial and
the Schools," Lutheran $cho01 Journal, Vol. LXXIV (Juno, 1939) 448.
(1911),

8

Louie:

Paul ]i;. Kretzmann, A Brief History of Edqcati..Q!l,
p , 6.
Concordia Publishing House, 1925.
9 C.

F. W. Walther, Casualpredigten,
Stellhorn, .22. ill·, pp , 257-8.

p,

St.

176. cited by A. C.

8

This same spirit prompted the forefathers to include in their
constitution

a clause making membership

in the synod conditional upon

evidence of providing for the "Christian instruction at school of the
, 'ld ren 0 f th e congrega t'10n. ,,10
cn~
In Lutheran literature a term of high frequency is, "Beside -the
rude log church a school hOUBe always arose, ..ll and in Borne cases the
12

school was the first building erected in the new parish.
Although maintaining
gregation

for membership

a school is no longer required of a con-

in the synod yet the Lutheran church, remain-

ing loyal to its doctrinal position, has to the present time fostered
and urged the maintenance

of parochial schools.

The Word of God being

the norm and rule for all Lutheran practice it is only natural for
Synod to heed the injunction given by God.
Christian

The Biblical reasons for

schools with a Lutheran interpretation

ing quotation

is given in the follow-

from an approved Synodical publication.

The parochial school stresses the moral and religious education
of its pupils, at the same time, however, fully teaching all those
things which make for intelligent citizenship.
The right and duty
to teach religion rests not with the state, but with the home and
the Church. From Deut. 6, 6-7; Psalms 78, 1-6; Eph. 6,4, we learn
that it is primarily the duty of parents to give to, or provide for,
their children religious instruction and education. But from Matt.
28, 18-20; John 21, 15; Acts 20, 28 we soe that this duty is enjoined also upon churches and pastors. It was the consciousnoss
of ,this duty that from the beginning of the Christian era has

1oConcar d'l.a C~cloEedia,

llIbid. , p. 568.
l2Ibid• , p. 568.

p. 568.

9

prompted congregations
and pastors to make some provision
for the
religious
ins-truction
and education of their
youth.
And the best
and most effectual
means found so far is the Christian
day-school.13
Lutherans
earned

there

solution

obviously

is no real

for proper

are

oonvd.nced that

education

training

is

without

religion

a Christ-centered

Sunday-school

is wholly unsatisfactory

at

Synodical

one of the

so far as they
and that

are con-

one good

day-school.

is plain

from these

That a

words voiced

Conventions:

• a mere Sunday-school does not satisfy
our needs and is
a miserable makeshift.
Our congregational
schools are the nurseries of the Church, from which the young trees,
when they have grown
older,
are transplanted
into the fruit orchard of the Church.
The
conditions
of our congregations
will improve with the condition of
our schools.
....
Next to the pure doctrine
our schools are the
greatest
treasure
we possess.
And next to false doctrine
the greatest evil in America.n churches is the lack of congregational
schools.14
The Bible
by Luther15
president

and the principles

are basic

to Lutheran

of the Missouri

of Christian
educational

educa.tion

philosophy.

as stated
A late

vice-

Synod writes:

With Luther we hold that "nothing will be of greater
service
to us and our descendants than the maintenance of good Christian
schools and the training
of the young.
Now, we do not wish to be misunderstood;
we know that a child
may learn reading,
for instance,
from a teacher who is not a Christian and whose instruction
has no flavor of religion
in it; and
such teaching is good and true as far as it goes; for truth is
truth,
however it is learned.
But while truth is truth,
wherever
II

,----------'
13Concor~~~__CYC10Eed~a, p. 567.
14proceedings
of the li'ifteenth
Regular Convention of the Synod
of Missouri.
Ohio, and Other States,
1872, p. 87.
St. Louis:
Concordia
Publishing
House.

IS See "Lett<:Jrs to the Mayors and Aldermen of ·the Cities

of
Germany in Behalf of Chris-tian Schools, It and "Sermon on the Duty of
Sending Children to School, It in F. V. N. Painter's
Luther on Education,
st. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1928.

10

learned, the bearing of truth, the meaning of truth, the purpose
of truth, in any sphere, will be entirely different to the Christian from that. which they will be to him who is not a Christian;
and that is why we are convinced that a truly Christian educa'tLon
is poesible only where a Christian conviction underlies not a mere
part, but the whole curriculum 0 f the school. We are unalterably
con~itted to the principle that true learning and true piety go
hand in hand, and that Christianity embraces the whole life of man.
Those deep convictions underlie the Christian school.
•

•

0

•

•

III

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

'"

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

But for the professing Christian the appeal of the Christian
day-school should be far stronger. It has always appeared most
inconsistent on the purt of the Church to be most active in preaching the Gospel of Christ on the street corners and bringing it to
the uttermost parts of the heathen world, but neglecting her own
children by turning them over for their education to a cold and unbelieving secularized system in which the warm spirit of religion
cannot find a place, especially in these days when the ffJJnilyhas
lost much of its influence in the matter of character--building,
because religion no longer finds a home in moat American families
and sO many parente no longer regard themselves as the agents by
whose labors God would bring up the children of the household as
16
the adopted children of the Most High and the heirs of the eternal.
The blessings which the Lutheran Church attributes to the training received in the day-school are many.

These schools have given to

the church many pastors, teachers, and consecrated members and "propor"
tionately these schools have furnished the largest number of loyal and
law-abiding

citizens, whose patriotism and obedience to the laws of the

land is not a matter of expediency and enthusiasm, but of conscience
and religion.,,17
That the fervor and zeal which motivated the early Lutherans to

-------------~------16F• J. Lankenau , "A Statement to the Public on our schoo t s ;"
March 9, 1937, Lutheran School Journal,. Vol. LXXIII ( Oct .1937) 90-9l:~
17Concordis_ Cyclopedia, p. 570.

11
advance

the

a report

cause

of schools

is not lost

may be seen from an exerpt

given by the Board of Christian

of

Education.

Our schools hav:e been a mighty fuctor in the growth and development of our Lutheran Church, especially
of our Missouri Synod.
Our fathera were men of faith and vision and immediately made provision for the training
of their
children and their children's
children,
and that in the days of great poverty and distress.
It
is due to their
foresight,
t.heir faith,
and their vision that we
ha ve the synod we are having to-day.
Let us justify
the faith of
our fathers
by working in the interest
of our schoo1s.18

Purposes
After
foregone
"to

noting

conclusion

teach

the

in the preceding

the prime purpose

Religious

tion

are the outstanding
Accordingly

usually

religious

section

state.
schools,
the

almost

indispensible

21st

18Board of Christian
De1egat.e Sy"n.,Qi,p. 77.

is

to Chri~l-

and Chrif)tian

educa-

states

objective

to the Lutheran

it

aims in all

for citizenship

the other,

but not exclusively

self

schools

according

and fundamental

preparation

indoctrination;

fonner

~ay be a

,,19

are two distinct

One writer

it

of the Lutheran

instruction

the one being,

termed

In achieving

features.

there

education:

zen sh Lp in the
are

Elemental'Y Schoola

the Word of God and to educat-e the pupils

principles.

church,

remarks

that

tian

Lutheran

of Lutheran

this

preparation

for citi-

way, "Lutheran

schools

schools

of re1igion.,,20

the day-school
Church.

in the

"

has p ro ven itas a means

._--------=--------------------Education,
st. Louis:

Reports a.ru!.
. M$lE.5!J"j.~.lor the
Concordia Publiehin~ House, 1935.

19Concorslia Cyclojledi.B., p. 569.
20Theodore Kuehnert, "The LutherEm One-Teacher
School Journal,
Vol. LXXI (April,
1936) 352.

School,

II

Lutheran

12

for indoctrinating

and truly educating the young and for building the

Church they have never been surpassed; they were the nurseries of the
congregations

and one of the chief causes of ·the heal thy and prosperous

growth of the synod."

21

Parents of the Lutheran faith consider their children a sacred
trust.

They. therefore, train them according to the will of God, who

has given them to their charge.

at once becomes apparent.

The importance of the Christian school

The school aids parents, who by divine or-

dinance are the first ones responsible for the spiritual well-being of
their children, in discharging this serious obligation.

Sending child-

ren to school is optional with parents, although desirable.

Children

aI'S encouraged to search the Scripture diligently for proof or disproof
of any doctrine, the doctrines of the Lutheran Church included. 22
The ona central doctrine which transcends all others in Lutheran
teachings and which receives most emphasis in the Lutheran schools, is
the doctrine of sin and redemption.

A for:mer president of Concordia

Teachers College at River Forest gives the relation of this doctrine
with the school's objective thus:
••••
It must be the aim of the Christian day-school to impress upon the pupils that there is no salvation from sin but by a
redeemer, and that there is no redeemer but Christ, and that faith
in Him will be counted to them for righteousness since a man is not
justified by the works of the Law, but by faith in Christ Jesus •.•.
Therefore this must be the aim and purpose of all teachings in
the Christian day-school: to lead the pupils by the Law to the

--------,-'------2IC oncor d'1a Cyclopedia, p. 568.
22W. C. Kohn, "The Lutheran Church and the Christian Day-School,"
Lutheran School Journal, Vol. LXI (July, 1926) 258.

13
acknowledgment of their sins and by the Gospel to faith in Christ
Jesus unto eternal life.23
The same objective is appropriately summarized in its relation
to the psychology

of learning:

In Christian education the heart, which means both senti.'Ilent
and will, is central. Religious instruction, therefore, is given
not for its intellectual va.lue, but chiefly that children may learn
to know Christ and to believe in Him as their personal Savior, to
lead Christian lives in the power of such faith, and to be saved by
such faith. This Christian education is observed not only in the
periods set aside for religious instruction, but as long as the
children are at school. Thus, 4hese schools truly educa.te for this
life and for the life to come.2
It is not difficult to see that Christian day-schools exist
first and foremost for education in religion.

"The fear of the Lord

is the beginning of wisdom" is the belief of Lutherans.

They agree and

adhere to the Biblical truth, "TOOl shalt love the Lorti thy God with all
thy heart, with all thy soul, and with all thy mind, and thy neighbor
as thyself," love for one's neighbor being a natural and direct outcome
of the fear and love of God.

The Church also holds that acquisition of

religious knowledge, though necessary, is not the motivating factor insuring Christian conduct and behavior.

This is clearly stated by the

present Secretary of Schools:
It is self-evident, of course, that we are not speaking of a
mere understanding by our mental faculties, not a mere knowledge
and conception of what the Bible says regarding child-training,-'"
that the devil also possesses and yet will never train a child, -but the true conviction of a penitent and believing heart, which
23
W. C. Kohn, "Foreword," Lutheran School Journal, Vol. LVIII
(January, 1923) 4-6.
24

Concordia Cyclopedia, p. 569.

14

does not only know and see what is good and beneficial, but which
knows also that these things must be done; we mean tho fait.hful
understanding of a true Christian, the enlightenment of the Holy
Spirit, that transl&_tes and converts tho things understood to be
good and salutary and expressly commanded by God into deeds and ac...
tions. To know what should be done and to he willing to do it -that is '1he understanding upon which the existence of the school
dependa.45
That education for American citizenship is a major concern of
·the parochial school is plain from this statement:

"The aim of the

Christian day-school has always been to offer the pupil a thorough training in the secular branches to enable them to become good and useful
citizens of the state."26
The end of Lutheran training then is that every child have a
saving knowledge of God and by such faith laad a Christian life.

To

illustrate the interrelation of these principles with the desired outcomes the following quotation is cited:
The aim of the Christian day-school, therefore, is not only to
teach the elementary branches of science and to trl::lin
the children
to be useful members of the human family and thereby reach the
highest ideals of modern civiliz.ation, but it has as its foremost
aim to rear the children in the nurture and admonition of the Lord
by continual wholesome influence upon the heart and mind, will and
desires 0 f the regenerate children with the Word of God, so that
they learn to lead a Christian life and know how to die in faith,
27
resting in full confidence upon Jesus, their Savior.
25 A. C. Stellhorn, "Y9 Fathers, t' Lutheran School Journal, Vol.

LVII (March, 1922) 65-66.
26W. C. Kohn, "The Lutheran Church and the Christian Day-School,"
Lutheran School Journal, Vol. LXI (July, 1926) 262.
27W• C. Kohn, "Foreword, It Lutheran School Jou~,
(January, 1923) 3.

Vol. LVIII

15

Relation of the Synod to the Day-schools
As has already been pointed out schools are no longer a requisite of congregations for membership in the synod.
are urged to initiate a day-school program.
optional.

Congregations

However, this remains

Where schools are maintained the congregation holds the full

powers of administration and supervision.
In its relation to its members Synod is not a gove rnd.ngbody,
exercising legislative or coercive powers. In all matters involving the congregation I s right of self-government Synod is but an
advisory body. No resolution of Synod is binding upon the congregation which appears unsuited to its condition, and all resolutions
of Synod become binding through their acceptance by the congregations.28
By virtue of his office the pastor is responsible for the spiritual welfare of the congregation, which includes also the children of
the school.

Any other powers are conferred on him,

local school board, by the congregation.
the

29

as well as on the

Teachers pledge themselves to

same obligations regarding the children as the pastor does to the

entire congregation.
The local church being autonomous, Synod acts IIm1yin an advisory
capacdt y.

The broad aims and purposes of Synod regarding Christian adu-

cation are:
.• the training of ministers and teachers for service in
the Evangelical Lutheran Church; the publication and distribution
of Bibles, church-books, school-books, religious periodical s, and

28The Concordia Cycloped~J~, p. 492.
29proceedings 0 f the 24th Regular Convent ion 0 f the Missouri
Synod, 1899, p. 34. St. Louis: Conoordia Publishing House.
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other books and papers; the endeavor to bring about the largest
possible
uniformity
in church practice,
church customs, and, in
general,
in congregational
affairs;
the furtherance
of Christian
parochial
schools a.nd of a thorough catechetical
instruction
preparat.ory to admission to the Sacrament; supervision
of the ministers
and teachers
of the Synod with regard to the performance of
their
official
duties;
the protection
of pastors,
teachers,
and
congregations
in the fulfillment
of their duties and maintenance
of their
rights.30
The system of supervision
regulations

governing

receive

detailed

relation

of the

ic}!.l action
vention
of the
nificant
with

held

the

analysis
general

concerning

for the

administration

synod to the
education

of the

c1.istrict.

and the

centennial

call

schools,

employed by Synod and the

in the coming chapter,

in 1938, the

recommendations

proper

...
rh Lch is

they are

was taken

of the Missouri

for innovations
if

which treats

unit

synod-

by the conSynod.

which may prove highly

carried

out.

All

shall

of the

The most recent

schools

year

school

Some
sig-

recommendations

few minor changes were adopted.
The Board of Christian

Educat.ion

recommends

1.
The employment 0 f em aclditional man to assist
in the school
office.
The Board is ready to call an Executive Secretary,
as
authorized
by the Milwaukee Convention,
but finds it necessary to
request an additional
man to take care of the increasing
work.
2.
The establishment
of a research department in Synod to serve
elementary and higher education as well as other endeavors of Synod.
For' the time being, we recommend that Synod set aside a minimum sum
of ~~2,500 annually for this purpose and designate
a board or commit t ee
to administer
this fund.
W~presume that the research work w~uld
be carried
on primarily
by our colleges
and seminaries,
but also by
our Board of Christian
Education,
the Committee on Higher Education,
and other units or individuals
of Synod, under the supervision
and
by the approval of the afore-mentioned
administrative
board.

30Concordia

C.x_c.l.opedia, p. 488.
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3. Improvements with regard to subsidizing schools, according
to our recommendations in a special memorial, entitled "School Extension Fund." This memorial is submitted in answer to a request
of the Cleveland Convention in 1935.
4. Particular attention, especially in the circuits and by
Circuit Visitors, to the establishment of central or union schools
on the part of two or more congregations where it .is difficult for
individual congregations to maintain schools alone.
5. Continuation and increase of the effort in behalf of the
home. We suggest that Synod provide the necessary means and help
to carry out an adequate home program.
6. We recommend that Synod define the statu:3of the woman
teacher in our parochial schools.
7. In the inter'est of our parish-school system we recommend
to the serious consideration of Synod the proposal of adding a fourth
college year at our normal sohools.31
Extent of the School System
The numerical status of the schools in the Missouri Synod from
1847, the founding of Synod, to 19<10,the latest statistics available,
is listed in Table 1 in five-year periods, with the exception of the
last year. which brings the figures to date.

The various subdivisions

for "teachers" werenot observed in the 1940 tabulation.
According to the present statistician of Synod the figures on
schools have always embarrassed the statisticians on account of the
great variety of schools.

There are the regular five-day schools,

Sunday-schools, summer-schools, one hour of religious instruction after
the public-school session, confirmation classes, and Bible classes.
school taught thirty days might be listed as a "school."

A

Again, a

31proceedings of the 37th Convention of the Missouri Synod, 193§_,
pp. 111-112. st. Louis: Concordia Publishing House.
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school
weeks

may be listed

different

in summer mig)iltlist his school

for schools

kind of echool

from 1847 to 1910.

he taught

STATISTlCS

'"

Year No. of
School!

1882
1887
1892
1897
1902
1907

1912
1917
1922
192'7
1932
1937
1940

in the

Whoever

Members

238
1,924
3,106
5,668
10,755
15,344
15,728
26,099

66
114-

179
344
4r/2
642
924
1,090
1,328
1,603

------------ ..

1,836

2,089
2,216
2,206
1,34·5
1,370
1,377
1,352
1,274

to explain

247
657
1,831
2,669
4,696
4,74-6
4,251
5,621

---------..
---_ ...
---~...
-----

-----

I

I

-----..
-----

aStetistica1

,.._.,---

--~-...

what

Total

Installed

--- . ...Teachers
._-__.,__
Cando
Pastors Ladies

..

764
2,581
~)t561
11,053
22,853
30,320
37,818
52,330
71,504
83,514
89,202
95,967

96,913
94,167
95,70B
76,31'7
81,457
f(9,204
75,721
71,702

--------...
---------640
701
781
863
966

1,069
1,136
1,138
1,309
1,362
1,307
1,360

---------

-----------

695
894

1,026
1,088
1,166
1,173
460
368

349
311

~.:nl.
--- I
---_ ...
-----..
----112

115
128
218
252
324

343
494
292
347

----..
---------------------

-----

r17
100
180
196b
c
"

Year-book,

bSta~~ear-book,
c
butheran

£,et

FROM 1847 TO 1940.8.

..._,....,.__
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reports

1

IN FIVE YEAR PERIODS

Stremgers

or under

statistical

wanted

six

"Remarks"; but some no doubt

---,_
.- -- _~~.r.QJ!!l.!JE:h_,
__

-'... -

teaching

an explana.tion.

Table
SCHOOL

A pastor

under "summer-school"

could do so under

gave only the anrolr,1ent without

1847
1852
1857
1862
1867
18'12
1877

headings.

There was only one column

"day-school".
aside

under

Annual,

1937, p. 173
1938, p. 157

1941., p. 43.
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The enrolment
Members, Strangers,
ae Ld cm equals

from 1847 to 1887
and Total.

the total

and left

e. g., is not the total

strangers
""fter

these

naire.

of the

first

columns:

two columns

column because many pastors

first

two co Lumn s blank

After

declined,

two columns wore

the Civil

(764.

eliminated

from the

Some pastors,

however,

reported

of the en-

War the numbe r of

e. g., about one-fourth

In 1903 a new column was added to the

Teachers."

in three

1857 and 1862 for examp Le , about, half

of strangers.

continually

the

tubu1ated

of 238 and 247).

In some years,
r-oImerrt consisted

The total

given in the third

in only the total

filled

W8.S

in 1882.

statistical

statistical

There-

questionblank;

on lady teachers

"Lady

already

previously.
Finally,

in 1919,

parat.e l y on the

sts,tistical

is given
msrrt

whereas

data before
in 1926,

the new list

tistics.

0f

se"

the day-schools

and the highest
figures

enrolment

and summer-schools

12,516.

from one column to another.

The tabulated

were listed

column, with an en r-oI>

of Saturday-

and an enrolment

1919 unreliable

1,390,

summer-schools

of 861 ech ooLe in that

etccrtod with 630 schools
simply were shifted

and

forlll and by 1922 the number of day-schools

as 1,34·5. a loss

of 19,391,

Saturday·

Considering

reached

of this

chapter

all

the highest

was 81,457,

may have very little

However, for the purpose

These schools
the
point

32

in 1927.

value

8..8

pure

at.a-

they illustrate

-----------------------------------------------.------------------------32 StatJ.stl.ca.1
..

Yea.r-_bo_okof the Ev. Lutheran Synod of Missouri,
Ohio. and Other states
for the Year 1937 pp, 170-1n.
St. Louis:
~cncordia
Publishing
House.
J
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sufficiently the approximate development in the United States of the
Lutheran elementary school system of the Missouri Synod.

Furthermore,

they indicate a. lack of consistency between the policies of Synod and
the corresponding

practices of the local church.

The growth of the

system is not proportionate to the resolved intentions.

The reason for

this condition is not determinable from the table, and has as yet not
been accounted for.
re see.rch,

It is one which could serve well as a problem for

CHAPTER III
DEVELOPMENT

OF THE GENT HAL DISTRICT

SCHOOL SYSTEM

Introduction
Owing to the rapid. growth

0f

Synod, the grea.t distances between

Lutheran areas, the poor fE'.cilitiesfor tra.veling to conventions, and
also for purposes of more efficient administration a division of Synod
into districts became neee sae.ry-

The resolution was passed in 1852 and

1853 that Synod be divided into four districts, these to meet two years
in succession separately and the third yea.r in a general convention.
The first four districts were organized in 1854. one of them being the
Central Dietrict

I

comprising the states of Indiana, Ohio, and sections

of Kentucky and West Virginia.l

Later other districts were formed eo

that now the Missouri Synod is composed of thirty-two divisions, twentyseven in the United States, three in Canada, and two in South America.
The geographic boundaries are set in accordance with the number of congregations

represented, not primarily for geographic reasons.
2

for example, is made up of three complete districte.

Illinois,

A comparison of

the Central District with other districts may be drawn from Table 2
which shows the number of schools in the various districts.

--------------'--

.__ ._-----------------

lConcordia Cyc~opedia, pp. 492-493.
2Lutheran Annual, 1941, pp. 58-63.
21
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Table

2

SUMMARIZED
TOTALSOF SCHOOLSBY DIS"RICTS (1939).

Con regations
Alberta
and British
Columbia. •
Argentine (Incomplete)
• . . •
Atlantic.
• • • • • . . . . . .
Brazil
(Incomplete).
• • • . •
Califo rna.a and Nevada • • • • •
Central.
• • • • . • . • • • •
Central Illinois. • . • . . . .
Colorado
• • • • • • • • • • •
Eastern . • . • • . . • . . • •
English.
• • • • • • . • • . •
Iowa East • • . • . • • • • • •
Iowa West. ••••••••••
Kansas. • • • • . • • . • • . •
Manitoba and Saskatchewan.
• •
Michigan.
• . • • • • • • • . •
Minnesota.
• • • . • • • • . •
North Dakota and Montana. • • •
Northern Illinois. • • • • • •
Northern
Nebraska.
• • • • • •
North Wisconsin.
• • . • • • •
Oklahoma. • • • • • • • • • • •
Ontario.
• • • . • . . . • • •
Oregon and Washington
. . . . .
South Dakota • • . • • . • • •
Southeastern.
• • • • . . • . •
Southern
• • • • . • • . . • .
Southern
California.
. • • . .
Southern
Illinois.
• • • • • •
Southern Nebraska • • • . . . .
South Wisconsin.
• • • • . . •

Texas

• • • • • • • • • • • • •

Western.

• •

. ....
Totals.

....

• • • • •

60
16
141
76
54
218
103
50
101
135
85
117
126
76
190
268
145
170
98
168
49
48
Ell

95
62
47
55
76
BC.

114
104
22:.;;;;1-+_
3,4-85

No. of
Schools

Enrolment

152

7

11
10
lOB
10
115
33

490
820
3,898
466
8,296

15

818
535

2,074-

13

493

5

1,293
1,309
2,084
60
6,705
3,971
28
11 ,308
1,656
2,146
457

31
32
58
2
95
86

1

124
tll
30
13
417
6

123
722
180
139

3

568

10
12
51
76
69
61
125
1,274

917
2.107
2, ;226
6,135

2,625
._Ji_J2.Ql.__
71,702
,

Statistical
Year-book
Ohio.
states
Publishing House, 1940.

c1"nU.£he"r

,-.

of the Ev. Lutheretn Synod of Missourl.,
193,2.,p. 166. St. Louis:
Concordia

t;:;tt.:;;Y-;;i.r
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It is the purpose of this chapter to trace the origin and
growth of the elementary schools of the Central District and to study
the policies of this district regarding the day-school.
Origin and Development of the
Elemente.ry Schools in the Central District
According to an accepted volume the Missouri Synod owes its
character and growth, under God, particularly to three men -- Walther,
Wyneken, and Sihler.3

And of special significance is this, both

Wyneken and Sihler pioneered Lutheranism in the states now known aa
the Central District. spending the greatest portion of their strength
and labors in this section of the country.
The removal of danger from the Indians Bnd the Government'5
generous land policy brought thousands of settlers to Indiana, Ohio,
and other Mid-Western
many Lutherans.4
Wyneken

Wt?,S

states between 1800 and 1830.

Among these were

Before t.he Saxons landed in St. Louis Pastor F. C. D.

already in Baltimore

nd in the fall of 1838 was Bent by

f..

5

the Mission Board of the Pennsylvania Synod to explore Ohio and Indiana.
In true mission spirit he preached and instructed wherever he could
find shelter in a house or a cabin anClat any time when people were
3

Concordia C~clopedi~, p. 704.

4

.
Wm. A. Kramer, Church H~~tory
Inserts for Text-books in U. S.

History, No. 14, "Growth of the Middle Vleet,"
Publishing House, January, 1941.
5Concordia Clclopedia, p. 486.

St. Louis:

Concordia
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willing

to hear

the Word of Life.6

West had already
Indiana,
tion

been established,

which was organized

with

a pa.rochial

duties

of a traveling

ana and adjoining

the

lack

with

apostolic

of it which he found is vividl~r

in Fort Wayne,

himself

the

reg;ion

The spiritual
described

congrega-

taught. ,,7

z ee.L and heroism

throughout

of Michigan. £3

Paul's

in the Middle

Hoover as an English

which the pastor

missionary

portions

congregations

wnong them st.

by Rev. Jesse

school

Wyneken, however,

"Lutheran

0

performed

f Northern

life

in his

the
Indi-

or rather

own words:

/

Behold, also in their log-huts
a strange sight meets German
eyes; there almost everything
is wanting that you would consider
absolutely
necessary
in the line of furniture;
everything
is primitive,
and there is no thought of comfort; shoes and clothing wee.r
out, and the winter is at hand!
Small wonder then that everybody
works in order to support this body and life.
No difference
is
made between Sunday and week-day, especially
since no church-bell
calls them to the house of God, a.nd no neighbor in hie Sunday outfit arrives
to call for his friend.
It is not to be wondered at
that the pioneer's
tired
limbs seek their couch without prayer,
and
that dire need drives them to leav€l it and return to work without
prayer;
even the prayer at mealtllne has long since been banished
by inveterate
infidelity
or recent trouble.
Alas, Bible and hymnal
also in many cases have been 1e ft in the old count~y, as the people,
owing to rationalism,
had lost the taste
for them.
,J

Due to his intense
"the

F'ather

0

love

f Home Missions"

for mission

work Wyneken is

in the Missouri

Synod.lO

known as

His activities

6J• W. Theiss,
"F. ,C. D. Wyneken", Ebenezer (1847-1922) Edited
by W. H. T. Dau , p, 59.
St. Louis, Missouri:
Concordia Publishing
House, 1922.
7Lutheran

School JC?~.rE.!ll., Vol. LXVII (March,

8Concordia

Cxclopedia,

9Theisf.<, .QE_ • .Q.ti.,
lOConcordia

p. 829.

pp. 54-56.

Cyclopedia,

p. 829.

1932).

318.
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were not confined to the wilderness alone.

Concerning conditions in

the cities he writes:
You will find thousands of our people who, either forcsc1 by
bodily want, or lured on by prospects of carnal liberty and outward
comfort which the Prince of Darkness held out to them, have here
made their homes. Numbers of those who already in the old country
had sunken into the mire of profligacy here indulge with all the
gr-ea t e r wantonness their beaat Ly inclinations, having no reverence
whatever for sacred things and knowing no restraints of even the
merest outward decency.
..
..
.. .. "
" "
..
..
.. .,.
..
The children follow in the footsteps of their parents, some
grow up without any educati.on whatever, while others learn in the
public schools only those things which enable them to get along in

. . . .. .... .

..

. .. ...

...

this life.
"'

/

•••••

~

e

••••

.. ..

e

. ..

But God be praised, not all for sake their God and the faith 0 f
their fathers thus; their souls do crave food, cong regat.Lcns are
formed, churches are built, and schools are erected. • • ••
But
who goes forth to the dens of infc~y, into the busy factories,
where carnal minds are laboring merely for the bread of this present
life! Who calls the countless sinners who do not at all concern
themselves about church and divine worship! Behold, here we need
missj.onaries who are burning with zeal for the Lord and neither
dread the pitying scoffs of the wordly-wise nor the diabolical
laughter of ab] ect indecency, but force their way into their houses
and into their hearts to win them for Christ. But these mission.
ar:L8S
are wan t":Lng.~ 1
These appalling circumstances, the personal responsibility he

felt in the matter, end the absence of workers led him on

Ii

trip to

Germany in 1841 12 where his "Notruf," a stirring appeul for help, and
his lectures won many friends, -- missionaries, pastors, and even small
congregations

or colonies.13

Among others he enlisted the services of

llThei5S. Qe. fi1., p. 58.
13 Concordia

Cyclope d':La, p. 829 •

12Kramer, QR. £!i., No. 14.
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Pastor

W. Loehe and Dr. W. Sihler.
These men with their

True,

followers,

however,

Wyneken had been a member of the

forced

to leave

unionistic

this

body on account

tendencies.

of its

For much the
interests

General

were standing

Synod but he had been

Zwinglianism

same reason

the

Ohio Synod.

The best

the

organization

of a synod which stood

alone.

and

Sihler

of the Lutheran

gross

and others

quit

four-square

Church required
on the Lutheran

.
14
C on f 96810n8.

Although

hearing

Gennany Wyneken and this

of Walther

and the Saxons during; his vie;i t in

contingent

as well

as the Missouri

Lutherans

I

were ignorant
ing

for true

ing the
there

of each otheri
confessionalism.

first

Der Lutheraner,
in 1B44 by Walther,
these

resulting
Chapter

and activities.

various

in America!
the

was the

Both were look-

Small wonder then that

number of Del' Lu~h~~,

are more Lutherans

between

purposes

0

exclaimed,

be praised.

15
Missouri

factor

Synod Or-gan , established

in establishing

companies of Lut.he rane,

in the organizati.on

"God

11

fficial

chief

Wyneken, on read-

of the Missouri

connection

Communication followed

16

synod

us described

1.

It

goes almost without

14'
~., d
16

p •.• 487

Concordia

Cyclopedi~,

saying

that
15

p. 487.

these

men, Wyneken and

Theiss, QE. Cit.,

p. 62.

in

I
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Sihler,
tian

imbued with
school.

other

founders

.
a.sm
anc~ ever

school

served
for

saw the mission

They immediately
of the

established

Church.17

Zealous

town and in the

a twofold

purpose,

parochial

Wyneken'

training

schools.,,20

1861 and repeatedly

statement

their

A

"It

pure Lutheran-

men for the ministry

He was the president

himself

was he also

Seminary at Ft.

ac t.ed as instructor.

of a Chris-

ovm school s as did

in preserving

country.lS

in 1846 founded the Practical

the

possibilities

..
. 18 Dr. Sihler
a 1.
ave t 0 nu.ssa.on
oppo rt' 'I),nJ.t1.6S

bo·th in the

others,

such zeal,

taught

who, with

Wayne, which
and teachers

of the

college

until

21

eve.Lua't Lon of the day-school

may be summed up in a

which he made at the DeLega't e Synod in 1857 while he was

President:
May the congregations
consider more and more the important
mission-work
done through our schools ••••
and may they realize
that the Lord has entrusted
especially
the little
children to our
care.
May He soon enable our Synod to establish
a good Teachers'
College,
and give us men who are willing to follow this holy calling with its great responsibilities!
May the Lord in His grace
also help the par'errt e , as they grow in faith,
to overcome more and
more their Vlordly-mindedness,
which prevents many, on account 0 f
earthly
gain, from sending their children to school more regularly
and for a longer time.
The Lord has indeed destined
our children
in this country for something else than to be mere burden-carriers
to satisfy
the mania for speculation.
If we consider the corruption of civic matters at the present time, ....
we should also
for this reason strive
to educate our children,
so that God may

----------------------------------------------------------------------'
17Kramer,

~.ill..

"Establishment

of the Public

___

School System,"

No. 16.

18Concor d'
.~a 2:t.c 1ope d'
.a,a, p. 704•
19W• Broecker,
20Ibid"

p. 76.

"Dr. Wm.

Sihler,"

E.'benezer, p , 76.

2lConcordia

Cyclop~,

p. 704.
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use them also

for the welfare

Next to Biblical

injunction

men like

Wyneken and Sihler

attitude

of the

Schools

Central

formal

reports

address

by the

will

schools

concern

"Synodal-Berichta"

were repeatedly

for

school

system,

as

arose

fo r instance,

of teachers,

granted

ing the history

Silver

special

purposes.

etc.

Otherwise,
rested

Jubilee

of the district

schools.

as the perusal
no

at conventions

in the

by essayists.

With

some congregations

re-
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Congregations

and

as soon as conditione

time on the program for the

problems

legisle.tion,

and the matter

At the

show that

for the

were usually

papers

urged to open a school

Synod always gave definite
when there

of the district

and in doctrinal

of

responsible

elementary

mentioned

president23

schools

the

were frequently

specifically

for

regarding

Although there

cc.Lved subsidy

permitted.

and exhortations

indicate.

the

pastors

the precepts

in no ffinall measure

District

fe1JlIexceptions

dearth

are

have remained a vital

of any "Proceedings"

of our country.22

relating

to the

the German language
in the main,

with each local

schools

school

question.
were taken

congregation.

the Board of Christian
paid this

entire

Education

complement to the

review-

schools:

-------------------_._--,--------,._--_._22

System,"

E. A. W. Krauss, "The Missouri
Ebenezer, pp. 213-214.

23

Synod and its

Parochial

See, for example, Synodal-Bericht,
Verhandlungen
Synode von M:!:_s.s,ouri,MittlerE'!LDistrikts,
1912, pp. 7-11.
Concordia Publishing
House, 1913.

School

del' l!~v. Luth.
St,
Louie:

24'See, for example, Synodal bericht
der Deutschen Ev. Luth.
Synods von Missouri,
Ohi.o, und andern Staaten vom Jahre 1900:-PP~ 43-48.
St. Louie: Goncordia Publishi.ng House, 1901.
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"The phenomenal
great

extent

the church

growth

dollars

schools."

25

of the district,

teachers'

irregular

"During

0f

of school conacious-

the seventy-five

the congregations

of schools,

invested

years of the

over three-~illion

schoolhouses

however,

item on the district's

tion in the overture
Conference

presented

entire

commendation

an~ fifty-six

requesting
salaried

time to the work of visiting

intendent

of the entire

by Synod and

schools. ,,27

acted upon, resulting

district.

<)8

of the office.~

Su.perintendents

25central
26

Ibid.)

A. C. Stellhorn

District

The revised

and

re-

of one

vice-presidents,
to formulate

served in this office.

(1918-1921),

Convention

would devote

in the election

were authorized

Three men have

Teachers'

who was to a.ct as 8uper-

The president

with the school commission,

of the

"that two experienced

Mr. A. C. St.e1lhorn, of Indianapolis,

teacher,

and

event had its incep-

to Synod in 1918 by the General

District

accepted,

an unscheduled

until the advent

This noteworthy

be chosen who would be

WaS

remained

proceedings

office.

of the Central

male teachers

dutiee

Distl'ict is due to a

evidence

and twenty-seven

8uperinten~ent's

together

four

houses.,,26
The subject

their

0

mad nt.eriance an d Care ful nurture

And as tangible

the board adds,

in one hundred

school

our Synod and

f

to the establishment.

ness fl.ndsupport
existence

0

who is

Bulletin,

the

They are

now the Secretary

1930, p. 15.

p , 15.

27 Synodal-Bericht.
Verha.ndlungen der Ev. Luth. Synode von MJ:.ssour;
Mittleren Distri.kts 191&, p , 70. St. Louis:
Concordia Publishing House,
1919.
I
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of Schools of the entire Missouri Synod, O. E. Schroeter (1922-1930),
succeeded after his death in 1930 by the present incumbent, W. J.
Gernand.
District supervision of the schools

W"8.S

formerly ca.rried on

solely by the Circuit Visitor, a pastor who served gratis and who was
responsible to the district president for any information regarding all
phuses of congregational life.
superintendent

With the creation of the new office of

it became customary at each delElgate convention to hear

a report on the schools.
It may be well to state here that the new office of superintel':dentwas perhaps indirectly an outcome of increased attention by
the Missouri Synod to extend its supervisory efforts.
Synod had appointed its first General School Board.

For in 1914
The office of

Secretary of Schools of the Missouri Synod was instituted in 1921. Furthe rmo re , other districts, too, were appointing school superintendents
and boards of education.
The merits of supervision are quite genera.lly established.
t.heLutheran schools the adva.ntages at'enumerous.

F'or-

The benefits to the

individ.ual school, to the congregation, to the school system, and to
the teacher shall become more apparent as the discourse continues.

An

early and direct indication of the presence and influence of supervision
was the issuing in June, 1920 of the first Central Dis,:trictSchool
Bulletin, a circular of approximately eight pages which was distributed
quarterly in the various congregations of the district.

The printing

of this leaflet was proposed by the pastors' and teachers' conferences

31
o f F 0rt Wayne, Hammon,d

•

29

an d E vanevl.lle.

The first years for the new fluperintendent were filled with com.plexities and were indeed trying.

Two dangers threatening the parochial

schools of Ohio and Indiana came during the period of the first World
War an d the years immediately thereafter.
Language

in the schools, the other

of the Ku Klux Klan.

WI.'lS

One was outruling the German

the attempted hostile legislation

However, both issues were settled without serious

repercussions to the Lutheran schools.30
Developments in the echool system may be gleaned from the reguLa r

report and recommendations of the board of education and the super-

intenderlt. The recormnenclationsof the Board of Christian Education give
a composite picture of the school situation.

For this purpose a sampling

of recommendations, presented in different years, are cited.

In 192'{

the board submitted the following suggestions:
1. That the convention encourage the congregations, pastors,
and teachers of our District to continue their efforts to enroll
more pupils.
2. That the convention find ways and means to place Illorefunds
for school purposes at the disposal of small and needy congregations.
3. That the congregations, pastors, and teachers be urged to
put forth special efforts to increase the enrollment at our normal
schools.
l~.
That the schools of the District be encouraged to introduce
the Concordia Edition of the Bobba-Merrill readers.

29

Central District School Bulletin, Vol. I (June, 1920), Indianapolis, lndi~:
School s~~ri~d;;t' s Office.
30

Central District School Bulletin, Vol. II (March, 1921) pp. 5-7.
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5.
for the

That the con~en~ion order. the drafting
of r:ew regul&.~ions
Board of Chr1st1an Educat10n and the Super1ntendent.~1

From the 1930 report

only the most pertinent

items have been

chosen:
The Board of Christian

Education

recommende:

2. That congregations
be encouraged to send more boys to our
normal schools and to extend to its graduates permanent instead of
temporary calls.

4. That congrega~ions be encouraged to provide for the necessary help, whenever the enrolment of the school or the class becomes too large.
9.
That conferences
be encouraged to study and discuss how the
temporary numerical loss in our churches and schools of the District
can be turned into a desirable
growth.

10. That pastors
and teachers
be encouraged to continue to emphasize before the congregation
and its societies
the importance
of the home in the training
of the children.
11.
Christian
gregation

The circuit
visitors
be encouraged to continue to give
training
0 f children
the proper attention
in every con32
of their circuit.

The same general
made at
manto
factors

conventions

appeals

each year,

In 1936 detailed

for

school

offering

cooperation

specific

suggestions

recommendations

disclosing

These deserve

to be stated

were submitted.

and support

highly
fully

we re

for improve-

significant
for proper

interpretation.
1.

blessing

WHEREAS, Our parish-schools
to our Church; and

have been

8.

source of constant

--------31
~tral
32

Central

District

Convention

Bulletin,

June,

1927, p. 14.

District

yonvention

BulJ~~,

1930, p. 16.
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VffiERF~iS. They are particularly an excellent means of preserving the true doctrine in our Church; therefore be it

Resolved:-A. That we thank God for the many blessings which He has bestowed upon us through our Lutheran parish-schools and that we pray
Him to continue to preserve and to protect these institutions of
Christian learning and training;
B. That we ask all congregations having a parish-school to
study the mission possibilities of their schools in their own community;

c. That congregations and mission-stations be asked to consider the possibility of opening schools with the help of candidates;
D. That the circuit Visito rs be encouraged to bring the matter
of Christian education to the attention of congregations through
addresses at circuit meetings as well as through Official visits.
2. YffiERB~AS,
The standards of education in general are being
raised to a higher level; therefore be it
Resolved, That congregations be urged to encourage the teachers,
and perhaps make it possible for them to attend a summer-schooL
(The courses 0 ffered by our own teachers I colleges are especially
recommended.)
3. ','VHEREAS, SOlUeof our schools were considerably handicapped
during recent years because of the lack of funds to obtain proper
equipment; and
WHEREAS, Even though many teachers have been restored a part of
their salary reductions, their increase in salary has not kept pace
with the increased cost of living; therefore be it
Resol ved, That congregations be asked to study the financial needs
of their schools in order to determine whether the support they are
giving them is adequate and the teachers' salaries sufficient to
assure the teachers of a reasonably decent living.
4. WI-IEHEAS,Many of our older city parishes are confronted with
a new problem because of the influx of non-Lutherans into the vicinity of their church and school; end
WHEREAS, Many of the reliable and substantial members have
moved to newer sections of the city; and

34

WHEREAS,
These two factors have created
the vicinity
of the church; therefore
be it

Ii

new mission-field

in

Resolved:-A. That the District
8ssist such congregations
the mission possibilities
fdstentlYi

encourage and, if necessary,
financially
with a new field of endeavor to develop
0 f their
schools systematically
and con-

B. That the special
connnittee to be appointed,
which together
with the Mission Board, is to bring definite
proposals before our
next convention for the purpose of relieving
the distressing
situations in these congregations,
be instructed
to consider ways and
means 0 f carryi.ng out Part A 0 f this resolution;

c. That the Board of Christian Education be instructed to cooperate with this committee to study the needs of the schools in
these congregations.
5. WI-il'_jl\l:j~.AS, We are developing an increasi.ngly
large number of
small congregations
seemingly unable to supp.ort a school until years
after their organization;
and
'vV1-IEm~AS. It seems unlikely
that congregations,
a.fter struggling
through the most difficult
years of their existence without the
benefits
of a school, should suddenly come to a full realization
of its blessings
when they are stable enough to support one; therefore be it

Resolved, That the District
seriously
consider the possibility
of
carrying
out the resolutions
passed some years ago (Proceedin_gs 0 f
the Fift~-fourih_Convention
0 f the Central
Dirtrict"
1921, p. 99)
to place funds at the disposal of small and needy congregations
for
the purpose of establishing
and maintaining
schools, even if such
congregations
are otherwise sel f- supporting.
6.
1JlIHEREAS, The "Social Attitude"
in religion,
so prevalent
in our day, which views all religion
as a result
of an intellectual
evolution,
makes it increasingly
difficult
for Lutheran parents to
develop in their children a genuine Lutheran Scripture loyalty except through the medium of the pCl.rish-school; and

For the preparation
for confirmation,
too, thoroughis becoming ever more essential
and imperative;
there fo re be

'NHEREAS,

ness
it

Reeolved:-

...
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A. That the District
go on record as urging the necessity
of
thorough and systematic
religious
instruction
of children not attending our parish-schools;
and
B.
That the District
recommend to the congregations
that children of either
grade or high-school
age receive a two year course with
one hundred hours 0 factual
inst ruction as the minimu\'llprior to confirmation.

7.

VifHERfi:AS, The cause of Christian
education has been bountiblessed through the diligent
efforts
of the Board of Christian
Educ a't Lo n ; and

fully

NHEHEAS,The bringing up of the children in the nurture and admonition of the Lord ha s been more systematically
and efficiently
done through the Lord's blessing
resting
upon the labors of our
superintendent;
therefore
be it
Resolved, That we give public expression
thBse men for their untiring
zeal.
ACTION.--This report
Enlarging

upon the proposals

program was outlined
paragraphs
sition

in 1937.

on "Aid to Schools"

of the early

Lutherans

With reference

lief

with its

of our appreciation

recommendations
of the previous

Vlorthy of special

was adopted.

consideration

are the
of the po-

church extension.

to the parish-schools

1) That the recommendations
be considered
and adopted;
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year an intensive

wh:i.ch is a broad restatement
regarding

to

we reco~nend:

of the Committee on Emergency Re-

2) That the congregations
of the Central District
in future
observe the resolution
passed by the General Body in 1929 which
states:
"Congregations,
in engaging woman teachers,
should exerCiS8 great
care that only such women are appointed as teachers
in
our parish-schools
as have been thorOtlghly trained
al so in the
teaching
of religion
and in every way have received a full training, pre ferably in our own insti tutiOl'lS; that will fit them for
Christian
pariah-school
work." (Proceedings.
19_29, p. 74);

33

Preceedings
of 1Jle Sixtieth
COllvention of the Central Districi
of the !!:-kuth.
Synod of Missouri,
Ohio t-and Other States,
( June, 1936~
pp. 75-77.
St. Louie:
Concordia Publishing
House, 1936.
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3) That the District urge all teachers and congregations to
participate in the Pension Plan of Synod and that the District
Treasurer be instruct'3d to pay to the Pension Fund the District' a
share for our District superintendent;
4) That we commend the loyal efforts of our congregations to
restore their teachers' salaries and that the District at this time
also reato re the "cut" in our superintendent' s salary;
5)
That all congregations be encouraged to foster and build
their Christian schools so that they might fulfil their mission for
the good of our Christian homes, of our Christian congregations,
and for the entire kingdom of God.

Where it is impossible to conduct a Christian day-school and
for those children who do not or cannot attend a Christian dayschool we urgently recommend a greater use of Saturday- and sunme rschools.
34
ACTION.--This report with its recommendations was adopted.
Aid

t.~__
Scho 019

Your Co~nittee

recommends:

a) That aid be given to schools of congregations who because
of economic conditions are temporarily unable to carry the salaries
of the pastor and the teacher(s), but which give hope that with improved conditions they will again become self-supporting;
b) That temporary aid be given to schools of established and
otherwise self-supporting congregations who fail to see their mission
opportunities and the increased services of the pastor when released
from teaching the school, and who for lack of experience and appre..
ciation have not been animated to engage and support a teacher;
c) That the District empower the Board of Christian Education
to call a teacher at large whenever conditions arise making it advisable.
We further recommend that. in order to carry out the above resolution, the District appropriate the sum of $4,000.00 for the fiscal year 1937.
34

Proceedings
(June, 1937) p. 76.

of the 61st .ponvention of the Centr~,
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The entire report with its recow~endations was adopted by
Synod. 35
new maj or points

No

0f

interest have been recorded since 1937.

Former recomrn.endationshave again been reemphasized in the last two
conventions,

1939 and 1940.

An enumeration of the theses of a doctrinal

paper presen-ted at a recent synodical meeting by the chad rman of the
board of education may give some indication as to the future of the dayBc11001:-=
1.
Recent history shows that the Christian day-school is not
likely to be destroyed by its enemies outside of our church.

2. The necessity of the Christian day-school is established
by what the Scriptures teach concerning the duties of Christian
parents toward their children.
3.
The necessity of the Christian day-school rests also upon
the obligation of Christian congregations and pastors to the youth
of the church.

4. As long as these principles are properly taught and acted
36
upon, the future of our Christi~~ day-schools is aS6urad.
Policies of the Central District regarding the Day-school
Perhaps many of the policies of the Central District with regard
to the elementary

echools have already been noted.

Yet,

to assure a

clearer and more complete understanding, it may be well to define these
principles in grea'~er detail.

The rules and regulations

0f

the Missouri

Synod are the same for each district, applying in equal measure therefore,

--------.-------------------------------------------35

~

36

•• pp. 88-89.

We Nordsiek, "The Future of Our Christian Day Schools,"
Central District.Q.!L~tion
Bulle'li!l.1928, p , 3.
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to the Central District.

From the official handbook the following reeo-

lut:Lons pertaining to Christian day-schools are given:
The Synod urges that the children of the congregation be educated in a Christian school.
If a congregation has no teacher for its school, then the pastor, who is called to feed also the lambs of Christ, shall, to the
extent of his ability instruct the children in the Word of God. If
a congregation has a teacher, then the pastor, who on the Day of
Judgment will be held responsible for all that is taught in his
parish, shall see to it that a complete course of instruction in
the pure and unadulterated Word of God is given in his school and
that the Word of God is also properly aPIllied as to the discipline
of the school. Whether the pastor shall have the supervision over
other matters of the school depends upon the regulation which the
congregation has made in this respect.
1. The fact.-that our congregations are in an increasing measure
using the English language is no reason why the important and necessary work of the parochial school should by them be neglected. Also
such congregations as use only the English language shall make adequa+e provision for the Christian instruction of the lambs of the
flock entrusted to their care, This cannot be done sufficiently by
the Sunday-school. Due care shall also be exercised lest the Sundayschool prove harmful to the parochial school.

2. Every congregation should have a serviceable school-building, all necessary means of instruction, and a sufficient number of
competent teachers.
3. Congregations owe it to their school and to their pastor
who teaches the school to engage trained teachers if they are at
all able to do so.
4. When building school s, congregations should not disregard
modern regulations as to space, ventilation, light, and heat.
5. Congregations should earnestly strive to pay adequate salaries to their teachers.
6. Tuition should, if possible, not be charged; on the contrary. the funds for the support of tho school should be taken out
of the congregational treasury in order that all members of the
congregation contribute toward the support of the school.
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7•. There ought to be uniformity
as to the lesson-schedule,
which of course, ought to be based on a model course of study.

8. For the sake of uniformity the school-year
should open after the summer vacation.
9.

For the

sake of uniformity
schools.

in all schools

the same books of instruction

ought to be used in all

10. All congregations
school.
11. Every District
systematic
inspection

should

seek to establish

ought to make provision
of its schools.

Since the love of many
teachers,
for the parochial
since many are satisfied
to
preparatory
to con firmation,
Synod passed the following

an eight-grade

for a regular

and

congregations,
and of many pastors and
schools has grown somewhat cold, and
have only catechetical
instructions
a Sunday-school,
and the like. the
resolutions:--

1. The faculties
of our theological
seminaries shall not only
give their
students
such a training
as will enable them to teach an
eight-grade
grammar school, but also urge them to open a parochial
school in their charges as soon as possible.
and, if necessary.
to
be the teachers
in such schools.
2.
Congregations and pastors,
upon being received
bership of the Synod, sha l L be asked to open parochial
soon as possible
and to teach in such schools.

into memschools as

3.
In accordance with the re~ulations
for Visitors the District
Presidents
and the Visitors
shall exercise supervision
over the
schools and make inquiry as to the attendance;
they shall make it
their business to find out whether all congregations
in their Districts
have schools, and if not, inquire as to the reason and urge
congregations
to open schools as soon as possible.
The District
Presidents
shall in their official
reports give the number of pastors teaching
school in their District,
the number of months during
which school is being taught, the number of children attending the
parochial
schools. the number 0 f children attenrling the public
schools,
and the number of pastors not teaching school.
4.
pastors

Also the District
pastoral
conferences
to teach school if necessary.

shall

urge their

5.
Congregations
calling
a pastor shall be advised to state
in the diploma 0 f vocation that the paat o r-elect
is required to

..
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open a school as soon as possible,
and, though the number of childreri attending
may be very small. nevertheless
to teach as many days
as ~re being taught in the public school.
6.
The school board and the mission board of the districts
shall be encour~ged to give assistance
to such congregations
as are
willing,
but not able, to open schools.
7.
The pastors
shall report for publication
in the Statistical
Year-book the number of months during which they teach school, the
number 0 f children
attending
the parochial
school, and the number
of ehildren
attending
the public school.
8.
All officers
and members of the Synod shall be asked diligently and zealously to renew their af forte with respect to establishing
and maintaining
parochial
schools in all congregations,
irrespective
of the language used.
The sub.Ldmepurpose of main"taining parochial
school s as well as the bene fit s ace ruing from
them sha.ll unceasingly
be impressed upon the hearts and minds of
students
of the theological
seminaries and at the normal schools,
and such students
are to be carefully
tra.ined for the worle in the
parochial
school and encouraged to undertake it.
The Synod expresses the sincere desire that in all schools
its congregations,
a.8 far as this
can be done, only such bOOKS
used as are published by the Synod itaelf.37

Schools

The particular

duties

in the

District

1.
the

presence

and materials,
tations

Central

Regular

visitation

or absence
lesson

with the

individual

to the

congregation;

of the schools

Superintendent

and daily
teachers

in the district

atmosphere,
schedules;
as well

or church council;

striving

of the

of

include:

of a Christian

plans

pa at or-, and school-board

and options

of
be

noting

discipline,

methods

having private

as with the teaching
submitting

a written

consulstaff,
report

ever more to promote the cause of ,tho

37synodical
Handbook of the Ev. Lutheran Synod of Mi~.s.ouri, Ohio
St. Louis:
Concordia Publishing House.
and Other States,
pp. 127-30.
1924.
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day-school.

Board

Keeping

3.

Providing

4.

Consulting

5.

Giving

statistics

reports

Education;

when necessary.

to the district

also presenting

and teachers'

of each school.

for Synod.

with the boar-d of education

and pastors'

Teachers'

record of the condition

the necessary

quarterly

of Christian

conventions
General

a personal

2.

'president and the

school matters

conferences

at district

and attending

the

Conference.

6.

Cooperating

with the circuit

7.

Making

known to the mission

8.

Aiding

the district

visitor.
board potential

school locali-

ties.

in the calling
9.

consultant

president,

and congrega.tions

teachers,

of teachers.

Serving

the boarel.0 f education

and commissioner

and legislation

committee

as

in legal matters.

10.

Attending

11.

Conditions

permitting,

12.

Preserving

all official

superintendents'

conferences.

lecturing

on schools when

correspondence

requested.

for Synodical

pur-

poses.
As optional
gregations
attending

without
state

a university.

are listed
schools

Teachers'

such things

as visiting

to study the possibilities
Conventions,

and continuing

pastors

and COn-

for a school,
formal study at

38

38 Central

District

Sc~ool Bulleti!.

Vol. III (October

1923 ) , 1-2.
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Composed
and

0

f three pastors, three teachers, and three

1aymen ,

the superintendent, the Board of ChristiLm Education observes these

regulations:
Voicing the needs of the schools in reports and r-e
cornmenda-

1.

tions to the district convention;
2.

Giving whole-hearted cooperation and full support to the

superintendent

of schools;

3.

Holding regularly scheduled meetings;

4.

Discussing particular problems with the superintendent;

5.

Submitting reports to the district convention and to the

general board of education of the Missouri Synod;
6.

Studying and suggesting textbooks, methods, materials, and

other aids in teaching.39

---_._---,-----'
39

llli..,

p. 3.
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CHAPTER IV

i:.mUNISTRATION

AND SUPERVISION

OF THE LOCAL SCHOOL

Organizing and Supervising the School
The founding of the school in the individual parish is the responsibility of the local congregation.

It has been pointed out that

the congregation is the unit of government in Synod.

The district as

well as Synod at large has only advisory powers.
According to the Lutheran teaching, the local congregation of
believers has all spiritual powers, the powers summed up under the
term Office of the Keys. Its sphere, as a church, is exclusively
spiritual, being concerned solely with the buildll1g of Christ's
kingdom on earth, and its governing principle is the Word of God.
Accordingly, the government of the Lutheran Church is not hie1archical, as in the Roman Church, nor is it vested in an episcopate,
as in the Anglican (Protestant Episcopal) and Methodist Episcopal
churches, nor in Wi assembly of elders, as in the Presbyterian
Church, nor in synods, or other more or less representative gatherings. Synodical resolutions within the Lutheran Church have no
binding force in the administration of those affairs of the local
congregation which are properly termed internal. The individual
congregation is autonomous, has and discharges the supreme external
authority, even as the Word of God is the only internal authority.
in all matters of church life and work.l
Since no direct Scriptural command is gaven , schools belong to
those internal affairs over which congregations exercise full authorHy.

It is generally acknowledged that the attitude of the pastor is

a deciding factor in maintaining a school.

If the proper appreciation

_._._.
1

Concordia Cyclop~~ia, p. 177.
43

-_._--------
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prevails, namely. that a school is an effective means of discharging
the various obligations to the child, the home, the Church, and the
2
state then by common consent of all members a school is founded.
Having erected and equipped a school. ownership is vested in
,the local congregation which exercises control over all matters pertaining thereto through a school board elected by the congregation.

3

Per-

haps with slight variations a typical Lutheran school board consists
of three elective laymen, the pastor, the teachers, and the elders, ex
o rficio. 4-

The general duties are also the same in most cases.

The members of the School Board shall have supervision of the
Christian day-school and Sunday-school. They shall advise the
Council concerning the need of teaching apparatus, text-books, and
other equipment. They shall counsel and aid the teachers in instructing and training the children properly and efficiently and
in maintaining Christian discipline. They shall visit the dayschool and Sunday-school at least once during a school term and
endeavor to enroll new pupils. 5
The ordained pastor, by virtue of his office is responsible for
all spiritual matters pertaining to every church activity.
1JVhenthe Holy Spirit has made the minister an overseer of the
flock, He has made him overseer alsO of the work of any officers
whom the congregation may elect, of the various societies within
the congregation, and of their officers, of the Sunday-school, dayschool, Bible class, fJ11G of their teachers. He is the minister of
the children as well as of the aged and hence the official teacher
of both.6

-------------------------_ _-------_.
..

2E. Eckhardt, Die Schule, Homiletisches Reallexikon nebst Index

Rarum.

St. Louis:

Success Printing Co., 1913.

3concordia Cyclopedia, p. 569.
4Constitutj_on and By-Laws of Trinity Ev. ~':ltheranChurch of Indianapolis, Indiana, p. 10. st. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1929.
5L!2.,
b'
p , 14.
6

Concordia Cyclopedia, p- 476.
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Teaching being a part of the ministry the ~piritual responsibility is also shared by each teacher, although only in this limited
sense.

However, this mutual concern by teachers and pastor does not

excuse the pastor from his obligation.
The position of the principal under these conditions is unique.
While in the public schools the participation of teachers in
supervision is a comparatively new idea, in the Lutheran schools
as they are organized classroom teachers have always participated
in supervision. Owing to -thelimited number of teachers in any
one Lutheran school, specialization is practically impossible.
Neither has the system aimed to develop specialists; but it has
been planned to give a uniformly general training to all teachers
alike • Although one 0 f the teachers in any school is usually designated the principal, he seldom supervises autocratically, but
as a rule makes full use of all contributions the teachers are
able to make. The policies and methods are detennined by the best
summar-y knowledge of the entire faculty rather than by the personal
wishes and opinion 0 f the principal. The principal is the unifying and coordinating influence in the faculty, whose functions re7
semble those of a chairman in any organization.
The advantages

0

f

synodical control

been discussed in the previous chapter.

0f

the school system have

Acting in an advisory capacity

the superintendent of schools and the circuit visitor serve a definite
purpose also for the loc~l school.

The merits of district supervision

have been proven by investigation and study.
Concerning State supervision Lutheran churches everywhere agree
with these statements:
1. As for State inspection, all will depend upon the exact
terms and provisions of the law. If these provisions will tend to
infringe the natural rights of parents or to violate the constitu-

--------------------------. --------7 J. A. Ko sa , "The Participation of Teachers in the Supervision

of Instruction,"
206-207.

Lutheran School Journal, Vol. LXVII (January, 1932)
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tional
guarantee of religious
by the Lutheran constituency.

liberty,

such laws should be opposed

2.
The Use of Languages Other than English. -- a) The State
has an undoubted right to demand that secular branches be so taught
that the children will readily fit into the body politic
when they
grow up and, as a corollary,
that instruction
in all secular branches
be given through the medium of English. • . •.
b) The State has
no right whatever to demand that religious
instruction
be given
through the medium of English •...•
3.
Compulsory Training in Public Schools. -- It is proposed
to gain this end either by killing
off the parochial
schools by a
system of opporessive
regulations
designed for this very purpose,
or by simply legislating
them out of existence.
We hold that all 8
such measures are a violation
of natural and constitutional
rights.

School Population
A prime objective
discharge

of their

parent

to grasp

reveal

quite

much the

Christian

this

a different

story.

same with many Lutheran

say specifically

enroll

their

in the

school

entire

tl:e official
read:

chilclren.

would seem natural

for child

training.

Sending children
parents

Then too.

for every

But the facts

as establishing

is

a day-school

Since the Bible does

for every child"
congregations

in the

to the day-school

and pastors.

"a day-schocl

parente

neglect

to

do not make attendance

compulsory.

synod is
Missouri

63,042

it

congregations

The proportion
for the

school being to aid parents

duties

opportunity

is with many Lutheran
not

of the

of day-school

attendance

by Lutheran

children

graphically

represented

in a recent

number of

Synod order,

The Luthera.n 1fj.tness.

or 27.94 per cent in the pa.rochial

The figures

school -- 162,574,

or

------------------8 Th. Graebner,

Concordia

Publishing

Un-American Legislatio...B., pp. 4··6.
House.

St.

Louis:

1-
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72.06 per cent
gathered

in the

know the Lutheran
strained

virtually

irn.possible.

Parent.s who

and have the proper attitude

to their

children,

will

be con·

duty toward God and conscience,

to the Church and state, to send their

and respect

summary of statistics

of the Lutheran school

and appreciation

situ&.tion

teachings

out of love

This is the

available.

understanding

would make the present

children

to a Chris-

school.

mission

Besides

serving

agency,

Christ'

and teach
school

all

also

affords

here

by Wyneken and others.

this

roll

liberal

of the public

reasons

their

than

children.

parents

school

So the

This aspect

1. s sometimes misinterpreted.
of the neighborhood to bring

to the Lutheran

This undesired

training
convention

school hoping to

misnomer has in not a

to the par-c chd.aI school.

At a district

children.

for home missions,.

policy

for Christian

"Go ya therefore

little

stated

a house of correction.

other

also

opportunity

few caS6S Btta.checl itself
for

,,,10 implies

is an excellent

the school

commission to the Church,

not uncommon for disgruntled

problem children
find

8

children

a fine

Unfortunately,
is

Lutheran

nations .•••

has been forcefully

It

Bchool.

in 1939, the latest
A proper

tian

9

public

Pa.rents who come

are not encoura.ged to enthis

fact was clearly

--------------------------...-.------.---------------------------------9wm• Kramer,

Missouri

"'rotal Number of Children of School age in the
Synod in 1939,"
The Lutheran Witness, Vol. LX (March 4,1941),

74.
10
Matt.

28:19.
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emphasized.
Then there are also the mission possibilities through the parish-schools.
We do not advo cate converting our parish-schoole
into reformatories or opportunity rooms but experience shows that
they have fine mission possibilities without going to unwarranted
extremes. Interesting people in the Christian school and its work
is slower work than merely "getting the children." but in the end
it brings better results.11
Lutheran schools are often visited by children of Lutheran
sister congregations.
gutions concerned.
they themselves

This is done with the consent of both congre-

Sometimes, in cases where congregations feel that

cannot afford to maintain their own school, two con12

gr6gations unite and support a "union school" or "cooperative school."
Such arrangement s are urged by Synod and are being practised in a.number of Ls.rge r cities.

In the city of Cleveland this plan is being

followed by two churches.l3
Children coming from churches of other religious denomina.tions
is also corrumon. However, this is the voluntary expression of those

parente &nd their church.
1icited.

Although indeed welcome, they are not

60-

Very often such parents show keener appreciation for the

school and the training received than some Lutherans.
A word about Lutheran children attending public elementary
schools.

The Lutheran position is that non-attendance in the Christian

-------__..-._ _._------..

11

Proceedings of the 62nd Conven~~~_.the
(June, 1939) p. 70.
12
Lutheran School

J.~~l,

Central District,

Vol. LXXIII (May, 1938), 4:23.

13Lutheran School Journal, Vol. LXXV ()
November, 1939 , 138.
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day-school
if

should

no Lutheran

to the

public

school

may parents

send their

the principles

Church holds

0

f public

or

children

They then assume a double share of Chrietian

Concerning

the Lutheran

Only out of extreme necessity,

is accessible,

school.

sponsibility.14
ally

be the exception.

education

re-

gener-

with Luther:

Even if there were no soul and men did not need schools and the
languages
for the sake of Christianity
and the Scriptures,
still
for the establishment
of the best schools everyv,here, both for boys
and girls,
this consideration
is of itself
sufficient,
namely, that
society,
for the maintenance of civil order and the proper regulation of the household,
needs accomplished and well-tntined
men and
women. Now, such men are to come from boys and such womenfrom
girls;
hence it is necessary that boys and girls be properly taught
and brought up.15
The church
District

is

affiliation

as follows:

6,4.57;

from sister

church

affiliation,

of children

Total

enrolment,

congregations,

644.

446;

1Nith the

exception

from the

district

voluntary

contributions

children

enrolled
14

Eckhardt,

8,307;

from other

of the Central

from congregation,
churches,

4'17; no

16

Financing

support

in the schools

the Local School

of mission
school

of all

aid

congregations,
rund, a school

which may receive
is

financed

by the

members, not only by those who have

in it.17

~.

Qii., pp. 28-29.

15F. V. N. Painter,
Luther
Concordia Puhlishing
House, 1928.

on Educati~,

p. 135.

St.

Louis:

16Statistical
Year-boo§:_,_C?f
the 1Pv. LuiJ:leran SynQ§-2l Missouri,
Ohio,_ and Other States
for the Year 1912., p. 178.
St. Louis:
Concordia
Publishing
17

House,
Eckhardt,

1940.

££.

Cit.,

pp. 53-54.
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Desiring to have their
children not merely instructed
in secular
branches,
but also, indeed, above all, in the Word of God and to
have them truly
educated and brought up in the nurture and admonition of the Lord, Lutheran Christians,
besides
helping to support
the public scho oLe with their taxes, cheerfully
and liberally,
from
private
fUl1os, contribute
towards the maintenance of tpeir parochial
schools.18
The constitution
contribute
i.,

SCnOO

according

1 ,,19

usual

of one congregation

This

•

is

to ability
the

toward the maintenance

member-s lito

of church and

and is by and large

the

practice.

pupils,

even of

proper

Smaller

ities

aums are

this

towards

funds

support

uniting

Money raised

of all

is not looked upon as

for school purposes

of Lutheran

children.20

from groups or

by mean s of school ac-t i.v-

Granting

schools,

the answer is decid-

Church is opposed to a distribution

any religious

attitude:

however,

is requested

questionable.

The Lutheran
for

a tuition

it may cause some to w~thhold their

congregation.

State

edly negative.

This,

sometimes received

considered

As for

public

since

in the

is also

may be said,

church members.

method,

individuals

for

as a duty of its

recommended procedure

In some s chc ols , it

the

lists

purpose.

There are four maj or reasons

and accepting

Church and State,

(2)

of

is

public

aid (1)

unconstitutional,

is a step
(3) would

,----------,.,'--,-------------18
Concordia
19

Cyclopedia,

Constitution

anapoli~~Jl~.,

p. 569.

and By-La'!-s of Trinity

p. 5.

20
Eckhardt,

~.

~.,

p. 58.

EVe

Luth.

Church of Ind).-
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subject

schools

.

to

payang

to

su.pport

state

control,

schools

and (4) Lutherans

other

of

This

statement

publici t.y may be true,

knows p r-act.Lca Ll.y nothing,

and our own Lutherans

public

enough,

concerning

has undoubtedly
ing

conditions

cause

for School Publicity
school

general

concerning

our schools ... 22

Here is a phase of

been neglected.

There are

may make proper

interpretation

of Christian

education

be

21

denominations.

Means and Agencies

would indirectly

reasons

this

not

school work which

no doubt,

difficult.

is to flourish

"The

and vary-

But if the

ne ce acar y e.ctivity

can not be disregard.ed.
The task
There

is

smaller
the

of advertising

a larger
is the

public.

and a smaller

congregation

.

l.S

is

and is

suggested

liver

one "school

two to the
year

through

school

provide

the

sphere

schools

a double one.

in which this

work is done.

cornmonpractice

sermon" each year,
whenever the
occasion.

24

the larger

means of interpretation

the most powerful

quite

is

and is the more important;

The most effective

congregation

Lutheran

in the local

for Lutheran
devoting

sermon sub] ects

pastors

to de-

a paragraph

c.1.uringthe course

Second in importance

is

h
1 i 23
t e pu p t.

influence,

besides

The

is the

or
of the

congregational

--------------_._------_. ----_._21
~

Journal,

•• pp. 58-59.

22
E. E. Foelber,
"School Publicity,
Vol. LXII ( November, 1927), 415.
23

Jill..

p , 415.

Why and HOW,"Luthera.n School

24 Eckhardt,

.QE..

ill.

I

p, 55.
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meeting

where regular

pastor

echool

or a representa.tive

church members either
in winning
called

support

"visiting

and bulletins,
services.

the

for the
day".

childrens'

radio,

the

concerned
ity the

every

are negligible.

eClucation.
ucational

Lutheran

schools

exhibit

s at

At "The Louisiana
Missouri

pE"ted.

in which public

Christmas

I

worship.

the

conventions,

have.

only incidental,

of Lutheran

and county fairs

first

and private

is through

elementary
in public

and similar

in 1904, the schools
prize

for their

schools

public-

Dr. Walter A. Maier,

however. participated

Exposition"

is

school to the public

out the merits

Synod were awarded the

an exhibit

childrens

synodical

where the speaker,

wor-Ld fairs

Purchase

60-

church papers

Perhaps the only nation-wide

ever enj o ye d , and that

to point

is a method used

in divine

the Lutheran

occasion

with

"The Lutheran Hour."

"The Lut he ran Hour" broadcast,
takes

programs.

association,

through

by the

conversations

and synodical

partiCipating

as interpreting

has

Private

either

Other means employed are the

entertainments,

choruses

given,

or the pastor

in local

parent-teacher

efforts
school

acho cL,

school. 25

articles

particularly

So far

of the

are often

by the teachers

€Ixhibits.

Sunday-school,

reports

ed-

events.

of the

contribution

of the nation

to

partici-

26
In general,

interpreting

25
Ibid •• p.

56.

Lutheran

schools

26 Beck, .QE..

to the public

ill. , p,

269.

has not
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been done consistently
of information
Some schools
licity

is

or systematically.

published

utilize

The various

in the news papers by individual

the community paper.

may prove highly

Sometimes Em occasional

A functiona.l

bit

schools.

progrum. of pub-

advantageous.

aspects

of school publicity

are given in the follow-

ing outline:
Lutheran
Nature
pessimistic;
lent.
Purpose

School Publicity,

General and Specific.

of:
Constructive,
not antipathetical;
optimistic,
not
informational,
not boast ful; benevolent, not. malevo-

01':--

1. Impress sacred and secular value of Christian
training.
2.
Proclaim attainments
of our schools.
3.
Arouse and maintain appreciation
of them and respect for them.
4.
Induce and intensify
a feeling of responsibility
for them.
5.
Show what they are, stand for, achieve; why they should be
fo ste red, maintained.
supported.
safeguarded.
6.
Call attention
to their needs and requirements.
7.
Bring societies
into closer and more active touch with them.
8.
Infol~. the general public as to
Our reasons for maintaining them;
The principles
involved;
The courses given therein;
The results
obtained;
Our determination
to defend and to safeguard them.
9.
Counteract
false statements,
correct erroneous impressions,
refute malicious
accusations.
10. Acquaint state school 0 fficials
and representative
ci tizene with
our reasons.
purpose. aim, obj ect as to our schools.
11. Induce other congregat ions by example to establish
Christian
day-schools.
12. Carryon
mission-work.
13. Prove our sincerity,
seriousness,
devotion in matters pertaining
to Christian
day-school training.
14. Prove that our schools meet just demands, that they are not inferior,
that they make for the best citizenship.
15. stress
the inestimable
value and the crying need of positive
Christian
training
for home, Church, and state.

54
Necessity
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7

fI

of:--

For the schoolroom and in the home;
At congregational
services
and meetings;
At the meetings of our societies;
In private
conversations;
In church and in the puhlic press;
At conferences
and synodical sessions;
Throug11 leaflets,
pamphlets, tra.cts.
Means fo1':--

1.
Reading prepared papers before various audiences;
~~. Extemporaneous talks;
3. Publishing
articles
and illustrationsj
4.
Distributing
tr~lcts.
Disseminating correct information,
re rut>
ing erroneous statements
and claims, defending our commonand guaranteed rights,
calling
our people to acti.on for their school,-Through exhibits;
Through commencements that characterize
our Lutheran schools;
Through advertisements.
Occasions
1.

2.
3.
4.

for:--

Beginning and close 0 f term;
Confirmation;
Conferences and synods;
Special happeninge.27
27

Central

District

School Bulletin,

Vol. III

(July,

1923) 9-10.

CHAPTERV

GRADEORGANIZATION
ANDTHE CURRICULUM
OF THE LUTHERANSCHOOLSIN THE CENTRALDISTRICT

Types

of Schools

Many Lutheran
one-teacher
There

schools,

schools.

like

more than

The numbe r of one-teacher

of these

50 per
schools

only 40 per
schools

in the

were found

in

towns having:

cent

of the

to the

cent

in both

14.3,000 one-room

1930 which constituted

more than

the majority

The proportion

were more than

try.1

and Grade Organization

total

as is

communities

.
hava.ng a population

United
total

3.

rural

and smaller

States

schools.
villages,

slightly

District

The majority

2,500.

few Lutheran

in

in the coun-

constitutes

in the

are

similar.

the

dist.rict

ratio

is

of one-teacher

In 1931 68 per cent
13 per cent in

of from 500 to 2,500 and 19 per cent

of over

Comparat.ively

schools

number of schools

shown in Table

a population

in the
of the

schools,

is quite

In the Central

2

synod as a whole are
rural

cent

Lutheran

totaL

systems

schools

50 per

of public

in cities

3
schools

in the Missouri

Synod have

--------------------_._u.

1
Beck~ Q2.
S., 1930-1932,"
2

Missouri

Stat.istical

Q!i., p. 70.
.Jear- book,

"Biennial

Survey of Education

in the

193.9.•

3A. Schmieding,
"Supply and Demand in Teacher Tra.ining in the
Synod," Lutheran
School J.0.Y.rE!11. Vol. LXX (Februa.ry, 1935), 264.
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more than

three

teachers

gutions

average

tional,

a considerable

respect

too,

owing to the

260 baptized

the

number

0

District

four-tes_cher

schools

nine

larger

teaching

staff.

that

members4 and,

Central

having

fact

f children

the majority

school at.tendance being opare not enrolled.

compares favorably
and several

The six-,

of congre-

seven-,

In this

with other districts,

schools

employing even a

end nine-teacher

schools are

in Fort Wayne.5

located

Table 3
'rHE NUMBER OF SCHOOLS OF VARIOUS SIZgS

IN THE CENTRAL DISTRICT.
r- of
school

Numbe

teachers

1... '".. e
2 ••••••••••••

iii

3 ••

flo

5 ••••••••
6 .. ",."",
7

6

o
I..J

••

••••

•

e ••

':I

•

.,

e

•

e •••

..

••••••••

t:>

9 ••••••••••

Statistical

only

for the

•

Year-book,

same type

seven grades
4
5

Lishing

Statistical

9

8.1

2
2
1

1.8
1.8
.9

1

.9

.

flo

Grade organization
alike

41.1
31.1
14.3

46
35
16

•••••••••

4 .... " ••••

Percentage oT
diiferent
type schools

Number of school s

Del'

while

1939, pp. 53-58.

in the

different

of school.
others

Year-book,

school units

are not always

Some one- and two-room schools have

maintain

eight.

Grade arrangements for

1939, pp. 36-165.

Lutheran Annua1..1_1941, St.
House, pp. 142-143.

Louis,

Missouri:

Concordia Pub-
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three-teacher
teacher

schools

schools

enrolment,

the

system

is

in the

Central

the

the

reduction

district
the

0

enrolment

imate

the

staff
in

rural

number

in one-,

proportion

than

two-.

decrease

in schools

and smaller

can be inferred

6 Empfehlungen

Distriktll.
7
8

Statistical
Ibid..

pp.

make these

.

.

thuty-nl.ne.

0

f grades

e onmerrt ,

efficiency

increases

with

the situation

schools

to the larger

fewer in schools

schools

schools

in this

should b e borne in mind

and three-toucher

city

for all

7

per teacher
It

of synod-

for the whole school

the mean room enrolment

with mora tee ..che rs ,

which have been quoted

Mittleren

Class

in grade enrolment

size per teacher

Curriculum
As

conditions

Computed on the basis

of such schools

per teacher

schools

a gradual

can be assumed that

favorable

number of pupils

local

class

being

it

f the

warrants

and other

thirty-two,

District
if

the same, 2 - 2 - 2 - 2.

generally.

average

at present

However.

6

usually

indicate

schools

statistics

3 - 2 - 3, or 2 - 3 - 3; for four-

necessary.

studies

the Lutheran

is

facilities,

arrangements
Recent

ieal

plan

building

different

for

may be either

does not appr-ox-

schools,

with a smaller

The average

that

making the
teaching

room enrolment
8

for 1939 was thirty-five.

Development

from the many recommendations and resolutions

in foregoing

chapters

Synod has from the beginning

dar Distrikts-Schulkomm
1919, p. 14.

i'SSlon an d·.l.e Gemel.n
. d elL_jUl
d

Year-book,
53-58.

1939, p. 178.
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promoted

school

as materials,

expansion

methods,

Committees
pecially

and the

geographies,

1874 adopted

an extensive

ing the

thus

individual
to year.
Lutheran
school

ach.o oLs

which

fuel' die

erally

organized

Gemeindeschulen

branches

their

\'fuat has been
measure

to the

Central

no doubt.

tended

plied.

lack

the

intendence

by the

said

of the

District.

of centralized

Beck, ~.

courses

the creation

of study for
from year

schools.

schools

standards

in the

religion

of Synod a.pplies

considerable

direction

Immediately

before

the

upon appointment
committees

as the

have gen-

uniformity
institution
the

first

secular
besides.ll

in equal

The use of Synod-approved

schools

of

Missourisynode"

Lutheran

schools

for the

of the office

del' Ev. Lutherisch

in

follow-

such manuaLs of instruction

dent made reccl"IDlendations and organized
9

districts

and to go beyond by teaching

to give the

in 1918.

Until

work to meet prevailing

in any locality

other

es-

District

of study had been published

Synod iesued

found wide adoption

text-books,

systems became mo re apparent

Milwaukee.lO

0f

such things

The Illinois

The need for definite

as 1890 a course

superintendence

"Lehrplan

and histories.

an d district

As early

also

to study and revise

program of revision,

given.9

schools

including

curriculum.

were appointed

readers,

lead

and development,

"Leh rp Lana , II

and supof supersuperinten-

for drawing up a

Q!i.. p. 182.

10"Lehrplan
fuer die Gemeindeschulen der Evang.-Lutherischen
Missouri-Synode
zu Milwaukee, Wis., tt Ev. Luth. Schulblatt,
Vol. XXV
(April,
1890), 97-128.
11
Beck, ~.

Cit.,

p. 395.
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comprehensive
the

course

program the

of study

first

for the district.

report

of the

In an effort

superintendent

listed

to launch

five

sugges-

tiona:
1. Classify
the schools according to types.
2. Give each type of school a definite
and eventually
a detailed
course of study.
3.
Introduce
"The Teachers'
Daybook." (A record of the work in
school making: it possible
for the teacher to summar-Lz e his work
into weekly. monthly, and yearly records.)
4.
Recommend uniformity
of textbooks.
5. Recommend recita.tion
plans.12
That same year
cation

and the

school.

superintendent

This

immediate

outline

changes

revision

dent

and the teachers

discuss

course

will

at the

which is

lowing

year,

1920.

and one for

graded

three

were gotten

plans

larger

at

courses

of education.

up by teachers

~.,

p , 11.

were asked
evalua-

"In t.his wa.y a. definite

E\

and which has

course which they have

of the

committee.,,13
for use by the fol-

for Lutheran

"Outline

rural

schools

Course of Study" the

in the district

12
Empfehlung~n der Distrikts-Schulkon~ission
des Mit~E
Distrikts,
1919, pp. 10-14.
13

to a uni-

and send their

of study were ready

Based on the

to

with the super-an t en-

once uniform and feasible,

and direction

subject

also

The teachers

conferences

Two of them were coursee
schools.

trial,

and subject

of the tea.chers,

with the aid

Three detailed

requirements

end of the year.

in the

and good will

made themselves

nnd sent to each individual

committee in conjunction

to the board

result

t.he sanction

school

outline

-t Lon and revision

of study by the board of edu-

plan was given out for a year's

by the

the

course

was written

to meet local

form

to

an outline

representing

the

and die Gem~inden
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differer2t

types

of schools.

printing

reads:

"All

TIley are

published

An introductory

of the

for

plans

inspection

paragraph

are unfinished
and trial,

from the

products;

first

none final.

and for further

improve-

ment. ,,14
These were only tentative
Out

of these

Distr:lJ2,1 which was published

of a selected

trict,

the

committee
aided

provided

schools

in the

synod.

yet serving

a distinct

need.

grew The Manual and Course 2J_Stud'y" for the Lutheran

of th.§_Central

contribution

plans,

in

a. comprehensive

system.

The chief

in 1923, being the product

of Luthera.n aducat or-s in this
standa.rdizing

and served

purposes

the work of the

course

Schools

of instruction

district.l5
schools

in the dis-

for all types

as a guide to teachers

are given in the

This

of

throughout

"Foreword."

The principal
purpose of this book is unification
of our schools
8.8 possible
or practicable.
The second purpose is to give a definite
idea of the work required in each branch of study, together with suggestions as to
methods.
Each subj act is outlined
for an eight-year
course.
Definite work is assigned to each of the eight grades.
Many suggestions
as to how the work of vari.ous grades may be combined, B.S to how ungraded schools may adapt the course to their needs, are given,
which we hope will be 0 f value to the teacher.
Although this manual was prepared principally
for the schools
of the Central
District,
yet it may be profitahly
used, we hope,
by the schools thoughout the synod.16
s o far

14Central
15

1..ill .•

District
pp.

Bulletin,

Vol. I (December, 1920) 1.

4-5.

16Manual and Course of Study for the Lutheran S.ohoo1s of.1h2.
Central Distlm.,
Vl'ayne. Indiana:

Ed. by Theo~M.
Nuoffer Printing

Kosche and H. A. Mertz,
Co, , 1923.

p, 3.

Fort
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This
well

course

as by public

of other

of study

District18

and was revised

and by the
The Central

Course

of ~tudy

came a function

of Synod's

j_mate,
full
the

as far

new courses

as practicable,

and due emphasis
religious

stress

courses

and coordinate

keeping

with

the

tary,

together

of Concordia
undertake
This

the

committee
17
18

st.

Louis:

Louis:

in order

that

school

representatives
College,

preparation
was to

of the public

proper,

general

schools.

of district

for all

.

and methods in

20

the executive
boards

a curriculum

Vol.

committee to

Lutheran

III

secre-

and instructors

of men qualified

School __
Bulletin,
_,_,---_.
__ '-

District

St.

give

and not only to

obj ectives

board, through

assistance

but also

the program as a whole would

of the

appointed

schools

curriculum

Christian

of a curriculum

gain the

This work be-

study which would not only app rox-

in the

purposes

of the Manual and

board which by 1920 had been

subj ect

distinctively

Teachers

Central

those

Illinois

schools.
to carry

(October,

out

1923), 5.

Cours~_qL Stud~;L_f2L.kuthe ran S£..h9_2..i1l! .._9..i, Norj;he rn :~lJiU2.:l~.
Concordia Publishing
House, 1928.

19Course of _§.turl:{ for Lutheran Schools J?l_~<U!,th WiSCOl~.
Concordia Publishing
House, 1928.
20

1920.

with

0f

in many schools

construction.

school

as

in 1928.

issuing

to each

expressed

In 1924 the

19

the

circles

by the Northern

District

curricular

general

in Lutheran

was introduced

and adopted

has since

undertaken

empowered to prepare

It

South Wisconsin

District

not

endorsed

officials.17

school

districts

was highly

Proc~t!!~.a!L!Z.!_..:th.~_31e.LQ_~l].!...entionof the Missouri
Louis:
Concordia. Publishing
House.

st.

SYl"!.Q.£.
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the plans in the respective

-)1

subjects of the curricullli~.~ So far cur-

ricula for the following subjects have been published:
+ , 23
ar-t

t
24
ch urc.hI' 1J.s·,ory,

Ge rman t 25 1 anguage

.
29 an d one f or k'1n d ergar t en.
30
spe 1] .J.ng.

offer a distincly

I

:~6 mus i c ,27

.

22

ArJ.thmetic,

scienc8, 28

These programs of instruction

Lutheran philosophy of elementary education, are basic

for any regional course of study, and may be applied under different
types of school organd aat Lon,
all districts

They have been recommended for use by

of Synod and have therefore displaced the Manual and

21

Journal,

T. Kuehn e r-t , "The Lutheran One-teacher School," Lutheran School
Vol. LXXI (April, 1936), 358-359.

22

A. L. Miller, Curriculum in Arithmetic for Lutheran Schoole.
CC)l1cordiaPublishing House, 1932

St. Louis:
23
.§..~2.!.§..
24

School~.

E. Deffner and A. E. Diesing, Curriculum in Art for Lutheran
St. Louis: Concordia. Publishing House. 1932.

M. E. Dobberfuhl, Curriculum in Church Histor:x:for Lutheran
St. Louis: Concordia Publishing Houoe, 1932.

25
E. Ebert and H. M. Zurstadt, Curriculum in German for Lutheran
St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1930.

Schools.

26A. Schmieding, Curriculum in Language for Lutheran
St. Louis:
Concordia Publishing House, 1932.
27

St. Louis:

~t..~.

H. M. Zur-st ad-t, Curriculum in Music for _kutheJ'_!!.n
Schools.
Concordia Publishing House, 1931.

28

J. E. Potzger, Curricul~~ for the Teaching of Scien~~ in the
~..ray!"_§.chools.
St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1931.
29

Lutheran

H. A. Mertz, and W. A. Siems, Currictl,1.:.!:tm
in Spell_illg
J..
o.t
St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1931.

S~h~.
30

R. A. Mangelsdorf, Curriculwn for Lutheran Kinderga~.
st. Louis:
Concordia Publishing House, 1931.
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Course

of StujJ. and other
The curriculum

subj act-matter
This

thought

instructional

for Lutheran

a means toward
is

expressed

programs
schools

attaining

is

the

in one curriculum

in the Central

child-cent'H'sd

obj ective

District.
and makes

of Lutheran

schools.

thus:

In this curriculum,
language,
as in all of the curricula
of
this series,
an attempt has been made to give the teachers and the
whole schco l, a plan of instruction
on the basis of a single set of
unified,
basic,
and comprehensive
objectives ...••
How can t.he Lu bhe r-an e cho 01 consciously
neglect to use also the
language period to attain
the purpose for which God has given the
language and yet lay claim to being a Christian
institution?
It is
hoped, therefore,
that the language curriculum will serve as a further
stimulus and encouragement
for a genuine Christian
language instruction to all who study it.31

Subjects
Lutheran
GL

special

grade

course

school s ,

presented

from

Ld.ce.L verity.
quite
the

natural
time

elemente.ry

schools

in religion,

the

The secular
the

Since
for

lust

tion

4.

are

This

very

disclosed.

usually

as they are

of view,

and

are primarily

cur-rd.cul um, besides
taught

study

0f

timely

are penneated
schools

First,

gives

by the

regarding

of religion

,.
Q.;.1.,

is

one hour daily.
is given

was presented
superintendent

at the
of

the program of instruc-

a composite

pp. 2-.4

it

In most cases

of the subjects

------------------------------.-----------------~------ ..
31 sc
.. hma.eo.i.ng
. d'
0
, ~.

are

with Bib-

for each subject

of information

Conference

factors
it

a.pproximates

distril)Ution

piece

Teachers'

noteworthy

religion

in public

commonly termed,

to rank high on the program.

of t.he time

Indiana

Several

schools

in their

subj ects

point

religion

devoted. to the

Southern

schools.

the

include

branches,

Christian

A tabulation

in Table

and Time Allotments

and

__ -------

.
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Table 4
AN AVERAGE THIE

FOR THE VAHIOUS SUBJECTS
SCHOOLS OF THE CENTRAL DISTHlCT

DISTIUBUTION

IN LUTHERAN

==-=-~.=-=:::"=-.'=--=...=::::r:~==-:::::--::::-==.-.--'--'-.. ~-:----==---=-=-=---__
~ ,--'-- __
Central District
Public Schools
_______

..,

Luther-em
,_~-----1926
r-

School s

__ JJj..9__
Indi.§.~n~a..___,;;M:.;,:;:ijls_o,.l:l
------~M~.i~n~u~t~e~s~~p~e~r~w~e~ek~--------~------

450

350

350

English-Lang. -Arte
Heading &. Lit.
Language
Gr-ammer and
Composition
Spelling:

200

500

German
Reading
Language and
Composition
Writi.ng

600

(See

Religion
Devotions
Bible History
Catechism

Opening
gxercises

75

50

415

550

375

?

?

x

x

225

300

500

650

300

300

225

250

75

75

75

100

Hymns

Bib1e Reading

Social Studies
History
Civics
Geography
Science
Health
Safety

'{eligion)

Arithmetic

250

Penmanship

( See

~ennan)
Art

90

60

60

100

150

Music

60

90

100

75

100

50

50

50

75

Physical
Ed. and
Other Activities

-----------+-----1----,--',----'-------,-----,1...--
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act.ivities

generally

Secondly,
subject
ison

it

shows the

or field

of the

District

allotment

represent

room school,

each

receive
social
But

from recent

quite

social

is

not

studies

favorahly
studies

with

history,

geography,

in their

the

activities

it

for each

makes a comparof the Central

and Indiana.

As WaScautioned,

not applicable

to an individual

However,

social

this

f minutes

studies,

Science

being

and arithmetic
classified

that

general

science

The time allotment
of the public
meager.

schools.

Such practical

studies

courses

an appr-oxdrnate or average
it

is

likely

com-

correlated

that

and perhaps

in larger
other

decidedly

as home eco-

not to be found on most Lutheran

sciences
here

has not al-

It must be remembered, however,

making these

app rop rd a+ed to the

receives.

The time given

and citizenship,

school,

under

in general

and is extensively

are

per week used

how much emphasis this

learned

that

being

represented

0

same purposes

and manual training

not

is

app Licut Lona,

be found in a one-room
is

English,

may seem rather

with

time

schools

schools

4 give the number

due consideration.

serves

programs.

reason,

indicated

it

religion

nomics

that

schools.

such as might be found in a one-

amount of time.

that

effective

And thirdly,

of Missouri

Religion.

it

ways been given

to

for

greatest

studies,

pares

in Lutheran

in 1940 of Lutheran

in Table

aub j e c t ,
the

of Lutheran

system.

The figures
for

1940.

an average,

and are,

or local

curriculum

distribution

publ Lc schools

figures

school

time

from 1888 to

time

with

these

found in the

school

of what might
schools more

subj ects,

would be added to the program.

while
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German formerly
and in some instances
from the

course

for the
since

study

the

German.
in the

0f

received
be f ore then,

study

doctrines

instruction

most church

subj act has either

services

German unnecessary

greatly

the

reason

the

English

services

purpose.

since

1926,

been dropped

heritage
written

32

in Gennan.
in Missouri
making the

language
But today,
Synod
study of

---_ _----------_._-------------..
32

Statisti~.1ear-book.

1939, p , 165.

in

conducted

study of this

were then conducted

outnumber the German,

for that

religious

generations

for the

but

The main reason

Church were originally

was for several

Another

and fo I' some time previously,
churches

attention,

or has been made optional.

of the Lutheran

German language.

Lutheran

this

of German has been to preserve

Religious

was that

considerable

CHAPTER VI

TEACHING PERSONNEL
Preparatory
Although
migrants
it

"The Old Log Cabin,"

in 1839, served

was chiefly

training

as has been stated

fold

purpose

of training

for

preparing

teachers.

as a private

pastors

twent.y miles

until

building

an 0. teachers

so-called

practical

seminary

0

facilities

f Chicago. ,)

Uissouri

3
H1st·ory,

later

this

school

at Fort Wayne. which
4

and teachers.
Illinois,

In 1864
a village

so that

of Higher

growth

it was fina.lly

Education

in the

pp. 229-231.

No. 21.

5

Two years

adequate

Inserts
for Text-books ~n U. s.
Concordia. Publishing
House, January, 1941.

VM. A. Kramer, ChurcllJilstory

4~

plans

seminary was

seminary

P. E. Kr-et zmann, "The Development
Synod," Ebenezer, pp. 229-231-

2Ibid.,

had the two-

Now came an era of steady

were no longer

1

too,

teachers'

to Addison,
c;

west

the

in Fort Wayne, Indi-

but with definite

for pastors

was transferred

institution,

endeavor toward

This school,

in }Jtilwaukee.3

venture

seminary

III.

Saxon im-

training

The first

In 1855 a separate

as a combination

about

seminary.l

in Chapter

2

was combined with the

the teachers

as a teacher

by the

was made in 1846 by Dr. Sihler

a~a,

continued

of Teachers
which was built

incidentally

a theological

of teachers

founded

Training

••

St.

Louis:

No. 21-

P. E. Kretzmann,

..Q;e.

ill.,
67

p , 241.
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decided

to

relocate.

Illinois,

a beautiful,

College,
dious

as it

is

quarters

Seminary

quiet

whereas

Synod teachers'

colleges

where a second Lutheran

of education.

of River Forest
also

nor-

Seward institution
9

college

Concordia

7

for Addison Teachers

By 1906 the

young men, at which time it

for

Missouri

in 1894.8

accredited

Teachers

its modern and commo-

classes

at Seward, Nebraska,

become a fully

school

Concordia

time.6

with 1896 preparatory

was esta.blished

coeducational,

of Chicago.

now known, has been occupying

were taught

mal school

was moved in 1913 to River Forest,

suburb

to the present

Beginning

had

The school

This school

1938 a

was until

became coeducational.

and theological

was

seminaries

Most

bear the

na119 Concordia.
Before
sisted
The

the

of a four-year
ties

f'acu),

office

places

ar e

With the exception

institution,

department

institutions

high-school

at both

and teachers.
each

1933

at

in the training
Seward, 10

the

constituted

8

P.

9

p.

E. Kr-et zman , ~.

Kramer,

10Proct3~~ings

of the

of college.

about

0

equally

f paste rs

school

and the music

ill.,

Church H}otory

and two-years

engaged at

'7 Kramer,

242.

and Seward con-

of one woman assistant

by Synod and who hold life-tenure,

Ibid.,

63.

department

ins·tructors

6

p.

at River Forest

at River Forest

are men who are called
provided

all

Church Historl

to their

condi.tione

Inserts,

are

No. 32.

p.243,

Inserts,

No. 32.

37th Convention

£.!. .the

Missouri

Synod, 1938,
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met and continued

satisfactorily.

The cur-r-Lcul um fa r- the Lutheran
haa always been quite
Study periods

during

recent

and all

years,

teacher-trainin[J;

comprehens Lve in the
the

course

courses

were obligatory.

and most students

are boarding

attention

is

studies.

p ro gr-am at both normal schools
sidering

that

theory.

vocal

of all

there

students,

and choir

men as well

directors

in the

both

curricula,
uc at
cure

Lo n ,

music,

recognized
Since

teaching

and perseverance
pipe-organ,

and conducting,

function

social

convention

one year,

a third

By synodical

majors
studies,

Bachelor's
pastors

capacities

are

con-

music

wh1ch is

required

as organists

in 1935 the period
year being

approval

was expanded in 1938 to include

with possible

of the

churches.

was extended

institutions

completion

as women, who later

in the two colleges.ll

courses

whose whole time and

work in piano,

As an outcome of the general
teacher-tr'J.ining

students,

Satisfactory

training,

unknown until

The work is also very

demands diligence

is much extra

and choral

amount of work required.

of a day were virtually

thorough,

given to their

institutions

in fields

degrees
required

the theological

in these
to act

standard

enabling
fields.

four-year

religious
students

ed~
to se-

12

in supervisory

seminaries

added to the

the program at

of educ~tion,

and English,

of

have also

and sometimes
provided

courses

11
Proceedings
1935, p. 38.

of the 36th Convention

of the Missouri

Synod,

12
Proceedings

of the 37th Convention

of the Missouri

Synod,

1938,

p. 61.
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in education.

Besides the educational offerings at the seminaries

pastors have an opportunity of enrolling in the summer school at River
Fores·t. Synod is at present contemplatinr; mo re ways and means of aiding all pasto rs and especially the teaching pastors in the fulfillment
of educational obligations.
It has been mentioned that the normal schools of the Missouri
Synod are now coeducational.

Although the number has not been date nnined

it is known that many of the woman teachers in Lutheran schools have
not been trained at aither Seward or River Forest colleges.
With probably few exceptions teachers in the Lutheran schools
of the Central District have been graduated from one of the two Missouri
Synod no rma.L schools.
Training of Teachers in Service
As a means of mutual edification and encouragement the organization of teachers' conferences was urged by Synod at an early date.
Conferences were accordingly organized in each district, their size
being determined by locality and convenience.

The Central District is

composed of three separate conferences, each meeting semi-annually. for
two- or three-day sessions.

Besides these, there is the General Teachers

Conference held once each year and several city teachers' conferences
which meet every month.

The program consists of the reading and dis-

cussing of papers prepared by teachers and occasionally demonstrations
and lectures by educational specialists.

Some of the conferences are

joint meetings of pastors and teachers.

During these sessions problems

71
of a broader
Next

advocated

nature

are presented

to the

conference

and discussed.

the oldest

by Synod was through

the Lutheran

anti t Led , Evangelisch-Lutherisches
at

first

a private

enee under the

editorship

to be edited

Of more recent

origin

since

service.

1932,

The type

is

It

during

the

tion

school-year

a summer-achool

a choirmasters'

institute,

the

from October

neighborhood.

a correspondence
13

Teachers

that

institution

in addition

River Forest,
teachers

during

the

In accord

at the last

the

summer

teachers'

1938,

14
Proceedings
pp. 58-59.

a Saturday-school

extension

with a synodical

has been established,14

of

va ca=

institute,

was con-

courses

to teachers

resolution

passed

Extension

the 37th Convention

of the Missouri

in

in 1935,

courses

Proceedir!£..s of t,h.£._14th_Q2_lly"entionof the Mis~.9._uri

p. 98.

summer

and a number of seminars.

to May, offering

1869,

in

to the mad,n work

during

a Sunday-school

two school-years

school

College,

submitted

conducts

publi-

and institutes

of training

in the report

stated

Confer-

college.l3

by the institution

for teachers,

During the past
dueted

is

was

synod as an official

sumraer schools

pr~ne purpose

indicated

synod Lcaj, convention.
the

are the

of work offered

months and otherwise

Teachers

of the teachers'

at Concordia

for the

originally

Lindemann of the Addison Teachers

over by the

faculty

training

This publication

by the General

of Director

which have been conducted
Illinois

sponsored

by the

School Journal,

Schulblatt..

In 1869 it was taken

Seminary.
cation,

venture,

form of professional

have

synod,

Synod,

also

been given

instructors

at River Forest,

for these

Synod colleges

MIlwaukee,

special

courses

are

and seminaries

as well

8.S

Wayne.lS

and Fort

selected
from the

The

from various
school

Missouri

field

and the

ministry.
Many teachers

have also

attended

raiso

University.

The feasibility

raiso

University

with the teachers'

ing the
sible

function

the wider

problem

0

f the latter

usefulness

Although

th8.t a number of teachers
Indianapolis

may give

Approx~~ately
ity

while

as a teachers'

the present

college

security

Ve.Lpa-

pr-ese r-v-

and making po a-

of the

former is a

time.lS

number has not been ascertained

some indication

cent are

at Valpa-

at River Forest,

attGnd non-Lutheran

75 per cent

30 per

college

and corrt Inued

the exact

eummer sessions

of amalgamating

Synod a.t this

confronting

the

doing graduate

is known

COlleges and universities.

as to the extent

of the teachers

it

are enrolled

of such training.
in some univers-

work.

Types of Teachers
The teaching
types:

The regular

pastor,

and the

vocation,

installed

student

meaning that
15

Lutheran

16

1938,

personnel

froceedings
p , 62.

in Lutheran
teacher,

"teacher.
they are

schools

the woman teacher,

Only men properly
graduates

School Journal,

is composed of four

of either

the teaching

prepared

for their

River Forest

Vol. LXXIV(November, 1938),

of the 37th Convention

of the Missouri

or

p. 136.

Synod,
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Seward

teachers'

"teacher'in
nected

the Lutheran

with the name.

a teacher
sphere
this

college,

grows

His work

church
According

that he is 90metim~s

from differences

in doctrine,

work.

It is because

various

duties

required

Dismissal

of the nature

of teachers

of

in its

It is for
of religion.

from office may result
conduct,

or unsatis-

of this office and also the

that the great majority

of Lutheran

are men.

in Lutheran

assista."'lts,never
rily.l9

as a minister

lack of sound moral

It is of co~paratively
teachers

of the Word, though limited

classified

con-

church the calling

to that of a pastor.lS

a life-work.

factory

teachers

to the Lutheran

it is similar

is considered

The term

implies more than what is usually

out of the ministry

and functions

reason

are called as regular teachers. 17

Host

schools.

being called

of the woman

trained

in synodical

trained

for parochial

suiting

in the

recent date that women are employed

as

Woman teachers

as

to their position

teachers

institutions

contracted

expression

merely

but serving

before

not specially

This fact led to much
by the Missouri

tempora-

1925 had not been

and were, therefore,

school work.

following

are appointed

criticism

re..

Synod in 1929.

We hold that the calling of regular male graduates of our
synodical normal institutions as teachers to our parish-schools
must by all means remain the rule and order in our Synod. .All
congregations
are, therefore, urged to call male teachers an preference to employing woman teachers and to strive that woman teachers are replaced by regularly called male teachers as soon as
local conditions will permit.

---------------,--,-----17
Concordia

Cyclopedia,

18

.!ill.,

p. 749.

p. 569.
19l£i&.,

p. 569 •
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At the same time we are of the opinion that the employment of
woman teachers
in our parish-schools
cannot be avoided altogether,
nor should it be discountenanced
under all circumstances.
We hold
that woman teachers
often are especially
adapt-ed to fill positions
successfully
in the lower grades of our schools.
However, congregations
in engaging woman teu.chers should exercise great care that
only such women are appointed as teachers
in our parish-schools
as
have been thoroughly trained
also in the teaching of religion
and
in every way have received a full training,
preferably
in our own
in'stitutions,
that will fit them for Christian
parish-work. 20
Pastor-teachers
present

time.

as related
in their
are,

The reason

in earlier

also

in rural

still

for this

until

a regular

some assistant
as day-school

pastors
teachers.

chur che a at the

from Lutheran

pastors

take

doctrines

charge of schools
21

teacher

can be called.

who are requested
Most teaching

There

by congregations

pastors

are found

one-room schools.

in parish

schools

ceeded the

students

schools

teachers,
permanent
The latest

type teachers

are

In place

offered

as they

are

since

of student

vacant

teaching

classified,

the

colleges

supply ha.s ex-

teachers,
positions.

graduates
These

are men serving

temporarily

calls.
stEl.tistical

for the Central

women, 20; pastors,
20
Proceedin~s
1929, p. 73.

21

from Synod's teachers'

has been somewhat curtailed,

demand of teachers.

of the normal

without

is obvious
Usually

The custom of placing

candidate

commonin Lutheran

chapters.

congregations

however,

to act

are

Yearbook gives
District

the number of different

as follows:

Installed,

5; normal cand.Ldute s , 17; ministerial

of the

Concordi~cloped~,

34th Convention

p. 569.

191;

candidates,

of the.Missouri

Synod,

1;
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normal students,
indicate
keeping

that

1; ministerial
in this

schools

district

chiefly

life

Retirement.

The tenure
unusually

long.

are physically

reveals
five

of office
The majority

able to teach.

and their
that

years,

sixty-two

the policy

is

years

the period

for their

from Synod's

seem to

beine observed
called

of

male teachers,

being

An official

average

continued

and teachers,
congregations,

however,

only 41 per

cent

of Teachers
in Lutheran

is

as long as they

compilation

in the

schools

of the age of

same system, made in 1931,

of retiring

teachers

averaged thirty-

age at retirement or death was about

?3

Synod instituted

professors,

and Duties

of men remain in office

of service

Board of Support

such aid also

System,

still

among male teachers

The problem of retirement

workers,

The figures

work but who also make this

Salaries,

of service

whereas their
years.~

Missouri

22

profession.

Tenure,

teachers

1.

in the hands of regularly

who are not only well trained
their

students,

for such as needed financial
to widows until

comprehensive
financed

death.

pension

by joint

institutional-

has not received
0f

was met in the past by annuity

for pastors,
by individual

and mission-boards.

Statistical

Year-book.

1940, p. 178.

Statistical

Year-book,

1931, p , 156.

23

The Pension

in the Central

and 51 per cent

22

assistance,

In 1937 the

contributions

wide adoption

the congregations

plans

grants

0

District,

f the pastors
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and teachers

of the

Salaries

district

of teachers

in Lutheran

fixed

level.

They vary according

tions

furnish

homes for their

arrangement

is

generally

-times make rental
the

may show the

salary

Lutheran
officially

besides

seldom rise

conditions.

beyond the

to the salary.

This

parishes.

City churches

some-

prevail

salary.

today the

district.

day-school

teacher

Musicianship

next to teaching

cases

he is

required

choir

director.
class

frequently

figures
for

Distric-~, were stated

residence

in the country

or acts

educative

has considerable

I

he conducts

as superintendent

of the congregation
activities

of the

great

either

majori ty of

a Bible-

Sunday-school.

as
or SundayHe

is

of young people's

performed by teachers

are of

__ ._----_._-_._. __ _----It

W. Birkner,
itA Private
Letter for Public
Vol. LX (March 18, 1941). Central District
Central_lljstrict

qualification

and very often

24

25

responsibility

and a leader

and !l'JissionEl.ry che ract.e r.

------_. ------_.
I

for in the

as church organist

In many instances

Other less regular

e. SOCial,

...

may be

In 1928 the salaries

is the most desired

ability

to serve

secretary

societies.

I

If it

following

of the Central

from $800 and free

class-room.

of a teacher

Witness,

Some c ongrega-

in addition

the regular

school teachers

above a

in the city.25

A Lutheran

school

teachers

range for this

as extending

to $2,300

to local

same conditions

elementary

schools

found in rural

allowances

assumed that

joined.24

having

Bul1-eJ.lE,)_lJ.~'§', p. 14-.

is evident

that

the

..

Reading," ~_Luther~n
Edition,
p. 1.
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poea;biliti.

for growth and leadership

are manifold.

psrhaps i,he best

s
requisites

devotion

for a successful

to the cause.

teacher

arc respect

for the high calling

end

CHAPTER vII

SUl.lTI'J~ARYAND CONCLUSIONS

summary
The aim of thie

.tudy

information

on the Lutheran

Dist rict

the Missouri

",.,on

0f

for and th'

t.he gene ral

m

of the p~li~ed

ond the di st rict

data.

and a variety

racts

disclosed

The problem

of the ol"",entory

e

of other

in this

and coordinated

elemente.ry school eyste

Synod.

.tatu

On the b•• i.

e

was to supply reUabl

waS

in the Central
ine

to detorm

schools

~port.

th,

in this

of th'

district.

proceedings

conv,n t io na , .t e.ti st i cal censu

authentic

sourc,e,

studY are o_ari"d

the moet significant

a'

follow.:

Synod of the Lutheran Church conoider,

an effective

",an.

e
ucation.

ConsequentlY,

for

thio

religioU'

instruction

synod ssriou,ly

of such schools in local congregations.
The objectivO of Lutheron ele montary
edge of salvation

through

5

0 yn0 dicnl

The Missouri
school

of

Jesus

Chriet

urgs.

parochial

and Christian
ent edthS establi,hm
vS

school.

and to train

is to gi

knowl-

for worthy citissnt

zenship

in the state.
The n"",ber 01 schools

1941, is 1.

in the entire

with an snrol"ent

of 71,702.

e

ey,t "

at the pr.

t;me,

Only 2'/,94 per cent of the

274
total

of Lutheran

schoolS.

72.

school-o.ged children

per cent are attending
06
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ore repreeented
publiC schoolS.

in Luthsr<'"
NumsricallY,
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the highest

point

of development was in the years

this

there

were 1,390 schools

period

The Centra.l
of Indiana,
the

District,

oldest

d.istricts

and 115 schools

The establishment
of this

hortations

evident

from the

school
cent

throughout

of Wyneken and Sihler,
in this

area,

system.
of the

its

history.

The precepts

pioneers

recommendations

and ex-

of Lutheranism

and resolutions

district

Acting

is made possible

through

who

This is

perttdning

to the

ar-e not pra.ctised

has maintbined

in an advisory
the

and the president
The founding

by 52 per

in the maintenance
The popuh.ti.on

of 6,457

children

children

from siE.tar

644 children

having

district

the visitor,

in t.he local

exercises

and the administration
in the

schools

of school
supervision
the board of

ie the

responsi-

of the district
complete author-

of the school.

of the Centra.l District

congregation

congregat:i.ons,

parish

The resolutions

Each congrega.tion

from the

office

of the district.

of a school

force.

the

capacity

superintendent.

of the LocaL congregation.

have no binding
ity

are

Lece.L congregations.

superintendent.

bility

there

haa been a major

obtiSrved by the district.

recommendations

Since 1918 the

education,

states

5.s among

district

of schools

zealous

are still

But these

In this

the

with an enrolm.ent of 8,296.

and maintenance

district

labored

in 1854 and comprising

Synod.

During

of 81,457.

of Kentucky and West Virginia,

of the Missouri

218 congregations

concern

with an enrolment

organized

Ohio, and sections

1926 and 1927.

supporting

477 children

no church affiliation.

consists

the school,
from other

446

churches,
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school

interpreta.tion

sufficient
attention.
The majority

Since 1923 curriculum

construction

based on the Lutheran

in the various

In addition

tirely

on their

eubject

has not been undertaken

program a course

disappenrec1

receive

0f

of education,

for all
the

n
Ge_

has almost en-

training

synod normal colleges.

A regular

ministry

.nd hold.

In 1939 men constituted

number

of teachers

teacher

in one of the

Missouri

of the total

of the district

study.

preparatory

life-tenure.

have

the schools.

schools

in religion.

from the course

Regular teachers

fields

by

of the general

philosophy

.ubjocte

to the s.cular

two or more

rural.

This work Ls now under thO supervision

curricula,

been prepared

have not, received

in the d.istrict employ

are predominantlY

the district.

include

of the schools

publicity

One-room schools

tea.chers.

synod.

and school

belongs to the
90 per cent

in the district.

conclusions
The study
1.

warra.nts the

By advocating

of the Lutheran

following

a parochial

conclusions:

school eyste.,

Church heeds the Biblical

ouri
the Mles

co"",.nd to train

Synod

children

in

ble

the nurture
2.

of the Lord.
The parochial

maintaining

sound confessionalism

extension.3.

There exiet,

echcol

gro •
e

eyetam is an indiapeneu
and an excellent

inconsistency

mean' of

agency for church

betwe,n the policies

01

81
the

synod and the

progl'tull of school

4.

p ractdces of the local
promotion

The school policies

those of Synod.

The office

calling

of the Central

District agree with

prevails a condition similar

for the same pr ogr-am of e,.ction.

of the school superintendent has proven to be

a decided advantage to the district

school system.

be derived by an extension and enlargement of this
6.

More immediato consideration

is not individually able to support

office.

Subsidizing such schools

the district could be practised more liberally.

tion

value may

Greater

should be given the estl:J.blieh-

merrt of schools by newly-formed congregations.
by

A functional

necessary.

In this district there

to that of the synod,
5.

is vitally

congregations.

8.

school

Where

€'.

congrega-

serious attempts

should be made to establish a union school with a sister congregation.
7.

Concerted effort should be made to promote school interpre-

tation and publicity.
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